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SUMMARY
A class of personal transporters based on two-wheeled inverted-pendulum
machines has emerged as alternative transportation system for urban and indoor en-
vironments. However, these machines are inherently unstable. Typical use conditions
can lead to very unstable and dangerous conditions. Furthermore, the control system
does not attempt to stabilize the system laterally, which creates a fast-acting tip-over
that is extremely challenging for the user to anticipate and mitigate.
In this work, a vehicle and user model are developed to investigate the potential
operating conditions that can cause failure during normal use. This model aims to
provide a more thorough description of the wheel-ground interaction, as well as the
oscillatory and unstable dynamic behavior of two-wheeled inverted-pendulum trans-
porters..
The models also serves as a test platform for evaluating traction-control methods
that have not typically. These new traction-control methods can potentially amelio-
rate the dangers associated with wheel slipping and lateral instability.
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The past two decades have seen the commercialization of personal transporters in
various configurations of a two-wheeled inverted pendulum. Both Segway-type ma-
chines [50, 62] and “hoverboards” [21, 40, 63] have made significant impacts in our
society. Although such machines offer high maneuverability and a small footprint,
complex dynamics and non-ideal conditions make them prone to unexpected behavior
that can pose significant dangers.
A two-wheeled inverted pendulum is composed of a base platform with a wheel
mounted on each side, as shown in Figure 1. The wheels are driven forward and
backward in order to move the base and toward a balancing state. When the base
or a part of the base (hoverboards) tilts in one direction, the controller accelerates
the wheels in the same direction in order to restore the upright position. To turn the
base about a vertical axis, the wheels are rotated at different speeds. In contrast to
acceleration or breaking motions, turning maneuvers must be commanded in a more
complex way than simply leaning forward or backward. For example, the second-
generation Segway requires handlebar tilting. Furthermore, there is no balancing
control or actuation forces in the roll direction. A limited amount of roll stability is
designed into the machines via the wheel separating distance.
One of the most recognized versions of two-wheeled inverted pendulums is the
Segway personal transporter. Figure 2 shows the Segway i167. A newer version
of this device is the Segway i2, shown in Figure 3. The main difference between
these two devices is the way turns are commanded. When using the Segway i167 the
operator twists the left hand grip to input the desired turn direction. Meanwhile, on
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Figure 1: Two-wheeled inverted pendulum
the Segway i2, the handlebar assembly is tilted towards the direction of the turn, as
illustrated in Figure 3 . In order to tilt the handlebar comfortably, the operator must
lean in the direction of the turn. This affects the dynamics of the transporter-person
system in the roll direction.
Because such systems have to change their wheel speeds to avoid falling over, or
risk racing off in an unstable manner, there must be large and consistent traction
forces between the wheels and the ground. Limited ground traction can prevent the
device from balancing itself and the rider.
Unequal traction can be caused by one of the wheels slipping or getting stuck in the
ground or lodged against an obstacle. Such scenarios can cause unintended rotational
motions that cause the vehicle and/or rider to tip over. A significant contribution of
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Figure 2: Segway i167
Figure 3: Segway i2
this thesis is an analysis showing how such loss of traction in one wheel can lead to
tipping over.
Roll instability can happen for a variety of reasons. For example, it can result
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from an aggressive turning maneuver commanded by the operator. Another scenario
where such can event take place is when one wheel encounters an obstacle that induces
a large roll-inducing disturbance force. Similarly, roll instability can occur as a result
of traveling through uneven ground or as a result of an unexpected turning motion
induced by one wheel slipping on the ground.
Another version of a two-wheeled inverted pendulum transporter, the Segway
MiniPro uses a smaller handlebar-like assembly that is meant to be operated with
the knees. This device is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Segway MiniPro
More recently, a new class of commercially-available devices called hoverboards
have been released to the marketplace. These machines do not have any type of
handlebar and the platform in which the user stands is deformable. The left and
right sides of the platform can rotate relative to one another. This rotation is used to
drive the wheel motors. Figure 5 shows a schematic of this device from a patent [12].
Self balancing transporters must use a feedback controller to balance. Two of the
main developers of the Segway, Morrell and Fields, described the control system of a
Segway as a PD controller. [41]
The control system on the Segway commercial product is certainly more complex
4
Figure 5: Hoverboard schematic from patent US8,738,278
than that disclosed by Morrel and Fields but the PD controller they described gives
a sufficient representation of the control characteristics. The feedback control law
presented in their paper is:
Tl = Kp (θp − θdes) +Kdθ̇p − Tβ (1)
Tr = Kp (θp − θdes) +Kdθ̇p + Tβ (2)












where Kp is the proportional gain, and Kd is the derivative gain of the pitch controller.
The feedforward, proportional, and integral gains of the turning controller are: Kff ,
Kβp, and Kβi. The turning command is represented by Tβ. The desired and measured
pitch angles are: θdes and θp. The desired and measured yaw rates are: β̇des and β̇.
Some commercial self balancing transporters also incorporate traction control [42].
Segway personal transporters, for example, measure the wheel acceleration. If it
surpasses a specified maximum value, then this is interpreted as wheel slip. In such
cases, the torque applied from the motors to the wheels is reduced, or set to zero.
This allows the wheel to free wheel and, hopefully, regain traction. The controller
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computes an inverse inertia by dividing the acceleration by the applied torque. When
the inverse inertia is greater than a preset minimum value, the torque is gradually
increased again in an attempt to regain pitch balance.
Simple analyses can predict the conditions under which these types of vehicles
can become unstable. In order to maintain proper balance, there must be sufficient
traction forces between the wheels and the ground. The traction force required for
pitch stability can be affected by the posture of the vehicle and the inclination of the
ground.
When the required traction force is greater than what the surface can provide,
wheel slipping will occur. Two obvious ways in which the available traction can be
reduced is by reducing the normal force or by reducing the coefficient of friction. The
reduction in the normal force when turning can also cause one wheel to slip.
Figure 6 shows the required friction coefficient to keep a simple pendulum body in
static equilibrium while the vehicle is at rest or when the wheel is rotating at constant
speed. Note that as the body leans forward, the required traction between the wheel
and ground increases. If not enough traction is available, then the wheel slips and
accelerates. If the wheel cannot spin any faster and the torque is not enough to keep
the body upright, then it will fall forward. The results come from a foundational
model that will be described in Chapter 2.
The research in this dissertation develops and studies dynamic models that cap-
ture the fundamental behavior of self-balancing transporters. In particular, attention
is placed on the tire-ground dynamics and body movements to understand the con-
ditions that can generate instabilities during common maneuvers. These models are
used to analyze the effectiveness of existing and new control methods designed to
counteract these effects.
Previous work on wheeled inverted pendulum transporters has been primarily
6
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Figure 6: Requiered traction coefficient to maintain body balance
directed toward pitch stabilizing methods [5, 17, 18, 36, 38, 45, 53, 57, 64]. For exam-
ple, Pathak et al. developed a method of nonlinear model predictive control that is
suitable for controlling two-wheeled inverted pendulums [45]. Adding to the com-
plexity of controller design, the physical parameters of riders are time-varying. For
example, riders may shift their posture or center of mass at any moment. Sinha and
Joseph developed a control technique for dynamic systems with periodically vary-
ing parameters, and demonstrated the technique on a triple inverted pendulum [53].
Kim et al. [34] developed a controller to offset centrifugal rolling forces during turn-
ing motions. More complex techniques have been explored to address the robustness
problem [3,46].
A few studies have explored the stabilization and performance of self-balancing
transporters in non-ideal conditions. Kausar et al. designed a controller to improve
the stability of a two-wheeled inverted pendulum traveling on an uneven surface
[30, 31]. A bump on the road was simulated as a continuous height function. This
study assumed no slipping and no contact loss between the wheel and the ground.
Using the integrated squared error of the pitch angle as a performance measure a gain
scheduling technique was shown to be more effective in stabilizing the pitch angle.
In Harber et al. [19] experiments were performed on a Segway i2 transporter to
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analyze the response of the device riding over bumps of various sizes. It was found
that the transporter can bounce vertically, pitch forward, or turn unexpectedly. Zheng
et al. developed a sliding mode controller that can stabilize a simulation of a self
balancing robot on uneven terrains [65].
The problem of lateral or roll stability has been overlooked by most of the re-
search done of these types of transporters. Kim et. al. developed a self-stabilizing
transporter with an on-board mechanism that moves the center of gravity laterally in
order to compensate for the centrifugal force that is generated when doing a turn [34].
In another study, Todoru et. al. analyzed the influence of system parameters in the
roll stability of two wheeled inverted pendulums and found the maximum road in-
clination for different speeds and the maximum allowable speed for a given surface
lateral traction coefficient [59].
The effect that wheel slip has on the dynamics of self-balancing transporters has
been studied by few researchers. Jones et al. added a reaction wheel to improve
the pitch stability of the vehicle when traveling on lower friction surfaces [23]. Their
controller did not work on high friction surfaces because of unmodeled tire dynamics
that were not taking into account when designing the controller. The same group
attempted to limit wheel slip by means of this reaction wheel controller and found
that doing so also degrades the pitch stability [11].
Sorensen et al. studied the traction dynamics to understand the system behavior
during wheel slip [54]. They implemented a Coulomb friction model and relaxed the
no slip condition of the wheel. They found the maximum angular acceleration of the
wheel without slipping as αs ≥ µgr and the minimum torque at the onset of slip is
µ(Jg
r
+ rMtg). They also found the angular acceleration after the onset of slip and
simulated several responses to leaning effort for different coloumb friction models.
Kim and Sorensen also compared the brush tire and Coulomb friction models
effectiveness in simulating the slip onset and general wheeled inverted pendulum
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motion [33]. During a single wheel simulation, the onset of slip occurs later in coloumb
model than in the brush tire model. If the static coefficient of the Coloumb model
is set equal to the peak coefficient of the brush model, both models show similar
behavior.
In this research, descriptions of wheel-ground interaction are included in the dy-
namic models of two-wheeled self-balancing transporters. Simple dynamic descrip-
tions of the human rider are also included. Experiments have been performed to
obtain realistic parameters to describe these motions. Further details have been
added to the dynamics of the tires and the ground to account for irregular surfaces,
and collisions between a wheel and an object. Finally, existing and new traction and
balancing control methods are tested for their efficacy in making this class of vehicles
more robust to non-ideal situations.
1.1 Contributions
1.1.1 Dynamic models of self-balancing transporters
This thesis presents the dynamic equations of motion for two types of self-balancing
transporters. The first type is called a two-wheeled inverted pendulum of which
the most popular product is the Segway. The second type is popularly known as
a hoverboard. The model of a Segway is then used to study the effect of adverse
conditions during operation. Experiments were performed to capture the dynamic
behavior of the hoverboard. Using the data gathered from these experiments, the
model parameters were calibrated to approximate the model response to that of a
commercial hoverboard. Experiments were also done to measure the human motion
associated with operating these vehicles. Specifically, the lean angle of the person
during turning motions was measured for both the Segway and the hoverboard.
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1.1.2 Evaluation of stability during dangerous maneuvers or detrimental
conditions
The dynamic models are used to study the effects of adverse operating conditions
such as wheel slipping, sharp turns, or uneven terrain.
To study the effect of wheel slipping a wheel-ground traction model based on the
Magic Formula [44] was introduced into the dynamic equations of motion. Then, the
conditions where one or two wheels encountered a low-friction surface were simulated.
The effects of the length of the low-friction surface patch, the leaning angle of the
operator, and the maximum coefficient of friction were studied. In addition, the
effect of changes in different parameters of the wheel-ground traction model were also
analyzed with simulations.
The lateral stability of the vehicle was also tested via simulations. Turns at
different speeds and turning radius were simulated and the dynamic behavior of the
vehicle was examined to characterize the danger of these situations. Particularly, a
very sharp turn can make a vehicle tip-over within fractions of a second and this was
confirmed by simulation results. In addition, the effect of the human motions on the
wheel-ground forces was studied by examining these forces in terms of the human
inertial and kinematical variables.
The effect of irregular ground surfaces was thoroughly studied. The effect of in-
clined ground on the wheel-ground traction was studied using basic dynamic analysis.
From this analysis the physical limitations of a vehicle to climb a slope were deter-
mined. A generalized description of an irregular surface was introduced in term of the
radius of curvature of the ground. Two types of surfaces where defined: bumps and
holes. Any other surface can be described as a combination of these two. Analytical
expressions were found for the speed limits at which a vehicle can travel over these
surfaces. Finally, the self-balancing transporter was simulated going over constant
and variable slope surfaces at different initial speeds, pitch angles, and slope angles
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to examine the effect on the ability of the transporter to balance.
1.1.3 Safe operating ranges and control methods to extend operability
Three traction control methods are presented. One traction control method is based
on limiting the angular acceleration of the wheels. An excessive wheel angular ac-
celeration might indicate that the wheel-ground traction is significantly reduced and
the wheel speeds up increase rapidly as there is little resistance to the torque input
from the motors. The angular acceleration limit can be set as a constant value or it
can be continuously adjusted to match the expected angular acceleration of the wheel
according to the measured yaw rate and acceleration of the vehicle. Another traction
control method is based on comparing the measured yaw rate of the vehicle or the
yaw rate input from the vehicle handlebar with the difference in the angular speed of
both wheels. Taking into account the direction in which the torques are being applied
to the wheels, it can be determined which wheel is slipping and in which direction.
The contributions provided in this thesis advance the state of knowledge ragarding
inverted pendulum transporters. A rich description of their dangerous properties is
provided. Finally, some of the dangers of wheel slip have been mitigated via new
traction-control methods.
1.2 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 presents the dynamic equations of motion of a self-balancing two-wheeled
inverted pendulum and of a hoverboard. Vehicle parameters that approximate the
response of the model to that of a commercial hoverboard are presented. Experi-
ments showing the human motions during turning maneuvers for both Segways and
hoverboards are introduced.
Chapter 3 presents an extended dynamic model of a two-wheeled inverted pen-
dulum transporter that includes a wheel-ground traction representation. Simulations
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showing the effects of having one or two wheels slipping on the ground during acceler-
ation or braking maneuvers are shown. The effects of the ground-friction coefficient,
the leaning angle of the operator, and the length of the low-friction patch are studied.
The effects of the variation of the parameters of the wheel-ground traction model are
shown.
Chapter 4 examines the roll stability of such vehicles. First, the equations that
represent the normal forces between the wheels and the ground are introduced. From
the equations, operational limits for a two-wheeled vehicle are found. Then, the
equations are extended to include the effects of the operator leaning in different
directions. Dynamic simulations are used to determine how sharp turning motions
can affect the pitch stability of the vehicle and how quickly a tip-over condition can
occur.
Chapter 5 examines the effects of non-flat surfaces on vehicle stability. The effect
of a constant slope on the wheel-ground traction is studied to determine the opera-
tional limits of the vehicle. Then, a generalized description of an uneven surface is
introduced to study the effects of traveling over a non-constant slope. Finally, dy-
namic simulations are used to study the effects on vehicle stability different surface
characteristics and operational parameters.
Chapter 6 introduces three control methods to limit the wheel slip. A first control
method based on a wheel acceleration constant limit is studied and simulated to
evaluate its effectiveness. A second method, based on the first one, is developed by
making this acceleration limit adjustable. Finally, a third method based on the yaw
rate comparison between the one measured by a gyroscope and the one calculated
based on wheel angular speeds is introduced.
Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and provides sug-




This section describes foundational models of the two most popular self-balancing
transporters: Segways and Hoverboards. The models capture the most important
parameters of each device. Note that the models are intended for use in investigating
unexpected and possibly dangerous machine motions. Therefore, the riders are mod-
eled as passive inertias. The models are structured such that straightforward physical
testing can be used to appropriately select the modeling parameter values.
2.1 Two-wheeled inverted pendulum transporter
Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of a two-wheeled Segway-type inverted-pendulum
human transporter constrained to travel on flat ground. The lumped combination of
the base, handlebar, and person forms the inverted pendulum. The rider is modeled
as rigidly standing on the base with no permissible motion relative to the base and
handlebars. Novice operators or operators experiencing a rapid or unexpected turn
may not lean into the turn, so the effect of the person leaning during turns should





Figure 7: Schematic representation of a two-wheeled Segway-type inverted pendulum
transporter.
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Attached to the base of the pendulum are two motors that drive each of the
wheels by supplying torques Tr and Tl to the right and left wheels, respectively. It is
assumed that the wheels roll with perfect ground traction. The wheel radii are r and
distance between them is 2w. The origin of the body-fixed reference frame is set at
the midpoint between the two wheels. The mass center of the inverted pendulum is
located at xwp and zwp. In order to utilize experimental tests, an excitation force Fi
is applied to the handlebar in the x-direction at the location of xpi and zpi.
The pendulum mass is mp, its rotational inertias are Ipx, Ipy, and Ipz, and it is
symmetrical about the x-z plane. The wheels are treated as uniform disks with mass
mw, rotational inertias Iwx, Iwy, and Iwz; furthermore, Iwx and Iwz are equal. The
pendulum pitch angle is given by θp. The transporter’s yaw angle around the Z-axis
is given by β. The vehicle speed is indicated by v. The equations of motion for the
pitch (θ), yaw (β), and vehicle forward speed (v), were obtained using a commercial
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Tl + Tr + Fi(xpi sin θp − zpi cos θp)
−mpg(xwp cos θp
+zwp sin θp)
−Fi − (Tl + Tr)/r
ypiFi + w(Tl − Tr)/r

(4)
While small angle approximations of these equations may save computing effort,
extreme failure conditions involve angles beyond the linear regime for which the use
of this full nonlinear model is necessary. Note that experimental testing has been
conducted in order to select appropriate parameter values [8]. These are shown in
Table 1.
2.2 Hoverboard Vehicle model
Figure 8 shows a diagram of a hoverboard and rider. The model consists of two base
platforms. A person operates the vehicle while standing with one foot on each of the
platforms. Attached to each base are motors that are used to drive each of the wheels.
It is assumed that the wheels roll without slipping. The distance between the wheels
is 2b, while their radii are r. All of the following points discussed are referenced to
the midpoint between the centers of the two wheels. The center of mass of the person
is located by the coordinates xp and zp. The center of mass of each of the platforms
is at xbi, ybi, and zbi, where i = l, r for the left and right side, respectively. The
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Ipx 45.11 kg· m2
Ipy 49.68 kg· m2
Ipz 4.39 kg· m2
Iwx 0.06925 kg· m2
Iwy 0.068 kg· m2





inverted-pendulum-person has a mass of mp and inertias of Ipx, Ipy, and Ipz. The
wheels have a mass of mw and inertias of Iwx = Iwz, and Iwy. The pendulum is
symmetrical about the xz plane. The pitch angle of the pendulum is indicated by θi
where i = p, bl, br for the person, the left base, and the right base, respectively. The
yaw angle around the z axis is indicated by β. The speed of the vehicle is indicated
by v. These coordinates are indicated in Fig. 9. A commercial multi-body dynamics
software package [28] was used to obtain the equations of motion.
As a first step, the dynamic equations of the system were obtained while excluding
the person. It was assumed that the center of mass of each side of the vehicle is lo-
cated directly on top of the axis of rotation when the pitch angle, θi is zero and at the
center of each of the base platforms. This means that xbi = 0, ybi = ±0.5b, and zbi for
i = l, r. The dynamic equations of motion of the vehicle under these assumptions are:
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Figure 8: Dynamic Model of a Hoverboard.
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Figure 9: Coordinates of the Dynamic Model of a Hoverboard.
Tl + (Ibz − Ibx −mbz2b ) sin θbl cos θblβ̇2 +mbzb cos θblv̇ + (Iby +mbz2b )θ̈bl
−mbzbg sin θbl − 0.5mbbzb cos θblβ̈ = 0
(5)
Tr + (Ibz − Ibx −mbz2b ) sin θbr cos θbrβ̇2 +mbzb cos θbrv̇ + (Iby +mbz2b )θ̈br
+0.5mbbzb cos θbrβ̈ −mbzbg sin θbr = 0
(6)
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mbzb cos θblθ̈bl +mbzb cos θbrθ̈br + 2(mb +mw + Iwy/r
2)v̇ − (Tl + Tr)/r
−mbzb(sin θbl(β̇2 + θ̇2bl) + sin θbr(β̇2 + θ̇2br)) = 0
(7)
b(Tl − Tr)/r + 2(Ibx − Ibz) sin θbl cos θblβ̇θ̇bl + 2(Ibx − Ibz) sin θbr cos θbrβ̇θ̇br
+0.5mbzb sin θbl(2β̇v + bθ̇
2
bl + 4zb cos θblβ̇θ̇bl)
+0.5mbbzb cos θbrθ̈br + 0.5(4Ibz + 4Iwxz + 4mwb
2 + 4Iwyb
2/r2
+2(Ibx − Ibz) sin θ2bl +mb(b2 + 2z2b sin θ2bl)− 2(Ibz − Ibx −mbz2b )
sin θ2br)β̈ − 0.5mbzb sin θbr(bθ̇2br − 2β̇v − 4zb cos θbrβ̇θ̇br)
−0.5mbbzb cos θblθ̈bl = 0
(8)
2.3 Two wheeled single axis dual inverted pendulum vehicle
with passenger
To obtain the equation of motions of the system when a person is riding a hoverboard
device, a passive human rider is assumed. That means, the rider rests on top of the
hoverboard but does not exert any active torque on it, only weight forces are applied.
It is assumed that the person is a rigid body that is able to rotate around the same
axis of rotation of the wheels and the platform. This model allows us to simulate
conditions when the person is a slow-responding novice operator or is suprised by an
unexpected motion of the machine. These equations are:
Tl + (Ib +mbx
2
b)θ̈bl + 0.5mbxbb sin(θbl)β̈ −mbxbg cos(θbl)
−(Ibx − Ibz −mbx2b) sin(θbl) cos(θbl)β̇2 −mbxb sin(θbl)v̇ = 0
(9)
Tr + (Ib +mbx
2
b)θ̈br −mbxbg cos(θbr)− (Ibx − Ibz −mbx2b) sin(θbr) cos(θbr)β̇2
−mbxb sin(θbr)v̇ − 0.5mbxbb sin(θbr)β̈ = 0
(10)
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mpzp cos(θp)θ̈p + (mp + 2mb + 2mw + 2Iwy/r
2)v̇ − (Tl + Tr)/r
−mbxb cos(θbl)(β̇2 + θ̇2bl)−mbxb cos(θbr)(β̇2 + θ̇2br)−mpzp sin(θp)(β̇2 + θ̇2p)
−mbxb sin(θbl)θ̈bl −mbxb sin(θbr)θ̈br = 0
(11)
mpzp cos(θp)θ̈p + (mp + 2mb + 2mw + 2Iwy/r
2)v̇ − (Tl + Tr)/r
−mbxb cos(θbl)(β̇2 + θ̇2bl)−mbxb cos(θbr)(β̇2 + θ̇2br)−mpzp sin(θp)(β̇2 + θ̇2p)
−mbxb sin(θbl)θ̈bl −mbxb sin(θbr)θ̈br = 0
(12)
b(Tl − Tr)/r + 2(Ibx − Ibz) sin(θbl) cos(θbl)β̇θ̇bl
+2(Ibx − Ibz) sin(θbr) cos(θbr)β̇θ̇br + 2(Ipx − Ipz) sin(θp) cos(θp)β̇θ̇p
+mpzp sin(θp)β̇(v + 2zp cos(θp)θ̇p) + 0.5mbxb cos(θbl)(bθ̇
2
bl
+2β̇(v − 2xb sin(θbl)θ̇bl)) + 0.5mbxbb sin(θbl)θ̈bl





+2(Ibx − Ibz) sin(θbl)2 +mb(b2 + 2x2b cos(θbl)2)
+2(Ibx − Ibz −mbx2b) sin(θbr)2 − 2(Ipz − Ipx −mpz2p) sin(θp)2)β̈
−0.5mbxb cos(θbr)(bθ̇2br − 2β̇(v
−2xb sin(θbr)θ̇br))− 0.5mbxbb sin(θbr)θ̈br = 0
(13)
mpzp cos(θp)v̇ + (Ipy +mpz
2
p)θ̈p − sin(θp)(mpgzp−
(Ipz − Ipx −mpz2p) cos(θp)β̇2) = 0
(14)
2.3.1 Experimental testing of hoverboard dynamics
2.3.1.1 Experimental setup
In order to test and inform the preceding models, three types of tests were performed
on a commercial hoverboard. A first set of tests consisted of a person operating the
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hoverboard. The motion of each side of the hoverboard and the legs of the person
were measured during turning and accelerating motions. The second set of tests was
conducted without a human rider operating the hoverboard. One subset of these
tests consisted of loading the hoverboard with an unbalanced mass and letting it tilt
forward while the device is turned off. Another subset of these tests was performed
with a heavy structure placed on an active hoverboard in order to mimic the inertial
properties of a person. The third type of test consisted of measuring the wheel angular
speed response to the tilt angle of the hoverboard base.
During many of these tests, a Vicon MX motion capture system was used to
measure the position and orientation of the vehicle in real-time. The motion capture
system consists of 12 MX-3+ cameras that record the position of reflective markers
attached to the vehicle, the dummy passenger, and the actual person. Each MX-3+
camera can record 659x493 grayscale pixels, and position measurements made using
this system have a resolution of approximately 1 mm [10,60,61].
To measure the angular wheel speed, the vicon system was not required. Rather,
the hoverboard was mounted on a platform to allow the wheels to rotate without
resistance from the ground. A level was mounted on one side of the hoverboard.
The level was used both to set the hoverboard on a horizontal angle with respect to
the ground and to track the hoverboard angle using image processing techniques. A
marker of a similar color as the level was mounted on the wheel. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 10. A video was recorded while the hoverbaord platform
was rotated to various angles. The video had a resolution of 1080x1920 pixels and
the frame rate was 30 fps.
2.3.1.2 Turning Dynamics
At the beginning of a turning experiment conducted in the Vicon lab, the vehicle
was driven in a straight line. Then, at the 3 second mark it was commanded to turn
20
Figure 10: Hoverboard wheel pulse response experimental setup.
right. Figure 11 shows the pitch angles of both sides of the hoverboard and the right
leg of the operator. Initially, both the left and right leg were kept at a similar angle,
although the left side shows more variation. At the 3 second mark, the left pitch angle
was kept approximately constant, while the right leg angle decreased. A reduced pitch
angle decreases the speed at which the right side of the hoverboard travels. Note that
the right leg angle initially decreases starting at the 3 second mark, but once the
turning is initiated, it returns to its initial value at approximately the 4 second mark.
This means that the leg is pulled backwards to reduce the pitch angle, but it returns
to its initial position when the right side pitch angle is kept approximately constant.
This speed variation is shown in Figure 12. This turning motion toward the right is
indicated by the negative yaw angle shown in Figure 13 that occurs after the 3 second
mark.
2.3.1.3 Acceleration
Figure 14 shows the vehicle initially at rest. At the 1 second mark, the operator
accelerates the device forward. It is clear that it requires some effort from the operator
to stay still, as evidenced by the pitch angle variation of both sides during this period,
as shown in Figure 15. At approximately 1.25 seconds, the vehicle begins to accelerate.
At this moment the pitch angle of both sides of the hoverboard began to increase. The
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Figure 11: Pitch angles during turning motion

















Figure 12: Speed during turning motion
pitch angle of the right leg however, initially increased and then decreases. In order
to accelerate the vehicle, the operator used his own momentum to tilt the hoverboard
forward. Afterwards he returned his leg to its initial pitch angle, effectively increasing
the angle between his leg and the hoverboard. Figure 16 shows the yaw angle that
resulted from this action. The orientation of the hoverboard remained approximately
constant. However, the operator is unable to accelerate both sides at the same exact
speed, so some turning motion was present. The results of these tests are used to set
the turning parameters of the dynamic model.
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Figure 13: Heading angle during turning motion


















Figure 14: Speed during acceleration
2.3.1.4 Model calibration experiments - System inertias
In the second type of experiments, which are directed at measuring inertias,, an
unbalanced mass was placed on top of the right side of the hoverboard, as shown in
Figure 17. Figure 18, shows the pitch angle, speed, and yaw angle of both sides of the
hoverboard as it falls forward during this test. As the pitch increased to over 40◦, the
speed of the vehicle only reached 0.2 m/s, as shown in Figure 19. Meanwhile, the yaw
angle remained approximately constant for both sides, as shown in Figure 20. It is
important to note that even though only one side of the hoverboard was unbalanced,
23














Figure 15: Pitch angles during acceleration

















Figure 16: Heading angle during acceleration
the weight was not enough to cause a relative pitch rotation between both sides. This
linking between the two sides arises from a torsional spring that connects the two
base platforms. The spring is used to return the two sides to parallel after the user
stops applying active control forces to the standing platforms. This information is
used to calibrate a model on which further studies will be performed.
2.3.1.5 Model calibration experiments - Control system and person
The pitch and speed of the hoverboard were recorded while it balanced a dummy
structure. The structure is not perfectly balanced with respect to the axis of the
24
Figure 17: Calibration experiment to obtain system inertias.














Figure 18: Pitch angles during fall
hoverboard. Therefore, when the hoverboard is released, it starts moving forward
in an attempt to balance. This test structure is shown in Figure 21. Figure 22
shows the pitch angle resulting from such a test. Both left and right side angles are
kept nearly constant. However, there is some asymmetry between the interval from
8-10 seconds. Part of this discrepancy is due to the resolution of the system being
limited to 0.5◦. More precise measurements may be required to capture more detailed
dynamic behavior of the system. The speed initially increased to a maximum speed
of approximately 0.15 m/s before decreasing back to zero, as shown in Figure 23.
Because of space limitations the experiment was stopped at the 15 second mark.
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Figure 19: Speed during fall


















Figure 20: Heading angle during fall
Additionally, the wheel speed response to a change in the tilt angle of the base
was measured. The response is shown in Figure 24. Note that the wheel takes
approximately 0.5 seconds to reach its maximum speed. These experiments were
conducted on one side of the hoverboard, while maintaining the other side horizontal
and the corresponding wheel remained at rest.
2.3.2 Calibrated pitch dynamic model
The model parameters were optimized to match the dynamical behavior obtained in
the experimental data by using a grey-box model identification routine in MATLAB.
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Figure 21: Pitch angles with dummy














Figure 22: Pitch angles with dummy
In this type of optimization, the structure of the model is known, while the parameter
values are optimized. To match the experimental pitch and speed dynamics of the
vehicle, the controller gains, and the locations of the centers of mass of the vehicle and
the dummy were optimized by the identification routine. The rest of the parameters
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Figure 23: Speed with dummy






































Figure 24: Speed with dummy
were estimated by using CAD models of the dummy and the hoverboard.
Based on other commercial products on the market, it was assumed that the feed-
back control consists of two PD controllers [41], one on each side of the hoverboard.
These controllers measure the pitch angle and pitch rate of each side and output a
torque to each of the wheels according to the following equations:
Tl =Kpθbl +Kdθ̇bl (15)
Tr =Kpθbl +Kdθ̇br (16)
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Iby 0.01356 kg· m2






Ipy 0.88436 kg· m2
r 0.0775 m
where Kp, is the proportional gain, and Kd is the derivative gain of the balancing
controller.
For the calibration process, it was assumed that both sides of the platform and
the dummy had the same pitch angle. In addition, it was assumed that the yaw rate
of rotation was zero so it traveled in a straight line. The experimental data from the
left and right side were averaged in order to produce the same controller values for
both sides of the vehicle. This allowed the calibration of the simulated pitch dynamics
to follow the behavior captured in the collected data. The final parameter values are
shown in Table 2.
2.3.3 Comparison of model and experiments
The initial conditions in the measured data were input to the optimized simulation.
The experimental and simulated pitch responses are compared in Figure 25. The pitch
angle was maintained approximately constant at 10◦. The experimental response
shows a small degree of noise that is not produced by the simulation.
Figure 26 shows the experimental and simulated speed of the hoverboard. It can
be seen that the simulation follows the experimental response closely, and recreates
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Figure 25: Experiment and simulation pitch responses
a similar response shape. The experimental speed response also shows some small
variations that are due to measurement noise, which are not produced by the model.
















Figure 26: Experiment and simulation speed responses
2.4 Experimental observation of human body motions dur-
ing the operation of a personal transporter
A Vicon motion capture system was used to measure human-body motion during
basic maneuvers while riding a Segway i2 and a Swagway hoverboard. Figure 27(a)
30
shows a person riding a Segway i2 with optical markers placed on his waist and upper
back. Figure 27(b) show additional markers were placed on the Segway chasis and
handlebar. Figure 28 shows the markers placed on the hoverboard. Each side of the
hoverboard was tracked independently.
(a) Person Markers (b) Segway Markers
Figure 27: Markers placed on a Segway i2 and its passenger
Both the vehicle and the person where tracked during the following maneuvers:
• Turning while leaning into the turn.
• Turning while leaning away from the turn.
• Turning with no leaning.
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Figure 28: Markers placed on a Swagway hoverboard
2.4.1 Human motion during Segway turning maneuvers
Figure 29 shows the trajectories followed by the Segway’s base, handlebar, and the
persons’ waist and back during three different turning maneuvers, as well as the
person leaning angle for each case. Figure 29(a) corresponds to a case where the
person leans away from the center of the curved trajectory, 29(b) is the case when
the person does not attempt to lean in either direction, and 29(c) when the person
leans into the turn.
When leaning away from the turn, the person’s back was outside of the curved
path followed by the Segway’s base, but his waist was almost directly above it. His
leaning angle reached a maximum of almost 3.8◦. The negative sign indicates that the
lean was away from the center of curvature of the trajectory followed by the vehicle.
When the person tried not to lean in any direction, initially he leaned into the turn
and then tried to reduce his leaning angle as the turn progressed. In this case, the
maximum leaning angle was close to 5◦. When leaning into the turn, the person
leaned as far as 9◦, and then reduced his leaning angle gradually.
Figure 30 shows the yaw rate and the speed of the vehicle as it made the turn.
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(a) Leaning away from the turn
























































































(c) Leaning into the turn
Figure 29: Tracked trajectories and passenger leaning angle during a turning maneu-
ver on a Segway i2
The right column of Figure 30 shows a plot of the leaning angle of the person vs the
centripetal acceleration of the vehicle. The speed plots show that in all three cases
the vehicle was driven at close to 0.1 m/s, except for the leaning into the turn case
where the speed was closer to 0.15 m/s. The yaw rate was kept almost constant for
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all three cases at around 0.1 rad/s. However, the maximum yaw rates differed for all
three cases. The highest yaw rate occurred when the person leaned into the turn.
The rider leans when turning in order to counteract the effect of the centrifugal
force that tries to push him away from the turn. The centripetal acceleration on the
right hand side of Figure 30 shows no significant differences in maximum magnitude
between all three cases. Because the turns where relatively slow, the person did not
feel any tendency to roll over. Therefore, there was no relation between his leaning
angle and the centripetal acceleration. If the centripetal acceleration required to stay
in the turn had been larger, then the person would necessarily lean more into the
turn to avoid falling off.
2.4.2 Human motion during hoverboard turning maneuvers
The left column of Figure 31 shows the trajectories of both sides, of the hoverboard
base, the person’s waist, and his back. The right column shows the leaning angle
of the person. This leaning angle was calculated from the average positions of the
vehicle bases and the position of the back of the person. The leaning away case shows
negative values. Initially the person leaned away from the turn, but then reduced
his leaning angle perhaps sensing he was leaning too far out of the turn. Then, he
leaned away further and then reduced his leaning angle by the end of the turn. The
behavior was similar to the leaning away case for the Segway shown in Figure 29(a).
When attempting to maintain a neutral position, the person kept his leaning angle
between -3◦ and 2◦. When attempting to lean into the turn, he increased his lean
angle up to 6◦ and then reduced it gradually. This behavior was similar to the one
found in the Segway leaning into the turn case, except that the maximum leaning
angle was lower for the Hoverboard.
Figure 32 shows the yaw rate and speed of the vehicle in the left column, and the
leaning angle plotted vs the centripetal acceleration in the right column. No relation
34













































(a) Leaning away from the turn






































































































(c) Leaning into the turn
Figure 30: Yaw rate, speed, centripetal acceleration during a turning maneuver on a
Segway i2
is apparent between the leaning angle and the centripetal acceleration. The possible
explanation for this is the same as for the Segway case: the centripetal acceleration
was so low that the person did not need to lean much to avoid rolling over. However,
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(a) Leaning away from the turn



















































































(c) Leaning into the turn
Figure 31: Tracked trajectories and passenger leaning angle during a turning maneu-
ver on a Segway i2
Figure 32(a) shows significantly smaller centripetal acceleration values than the other
two cases, meaning that leaning away from the turn did prevent the person from
performing a more aggressive maneuver. It is important to take into account that
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in order to command a turn, the person must tilt each side of the hoverboard base
at different angles, and leaning away from the turn might make it more difficult to
command the desired turning command. In the case of the Segway, leaning to the side
does not affect the capability of the user to roll the handlebar and command a turn.
In fact, leaning into the turn coincides with the required tilting of the handlebars to
produce the turn.
2.5 Summary
This chapter presented the foundational dynamic equations of two types of self-
balancing transporters: a Segway and a Hoverboard. Realistic parameters for a
Segway-type vehicle were previously presented in [8]. For this thesis, parameter tun-
ing experiments were performed on a Hoverboard to understand it’s dynamic response
characteristics. Turning maneuvers were recorded by using a motion capture system
and the data was used to calibrate the model parameters. The calibrated model
showed a response that closely approximates the response of the actual vehicle. Fi-
nally, operator movements were recorded during turning motions in order to under-
stand how riders compensate for the lateral instability of the vehicle by leaning into
the curve.
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(a) Leaning away from the turn





























































































(c) Leaning into the turn





In order to consider scenarios where the wheels of inverted-pendulum transporters can
slip, the no-slip constraint on the wheels in the dynamics models from the previous
chapter must be relaxed. This means that, in general,
θ̇wr 6= vwθ̇s (17)
where θ̇w is the angular speed of the wheel, r is the wheel radius and vw is the speed
of the wheel center, also referred to as the wheel hub.
Additionally, the vehicle can slip laterally at a speed vy in the y-direction, as
shown in Figure 33. In Figure 33 the midpoint between the wheel hubs moves at a
speed of vx and yaws around the z-axis at an angular rate of β̇. The left and right
wheels turn at rates θ̇l and θ̇r, respectively. The speed of of the lowermost point of
each wheel with respect to the ground is represented by vs,l and vs,r. These are the
points at which wheel slip occurs. The traction/braking forces on the left and right
wheels are given by Fx,l and Fx,r while the cornering forces are Fy,l and Fy,r.





wp))θ̈p −mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp)v̇x =
−[(Ipx − Ipz) sin θp cos θp +mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp)(xwp cos θp
+zwp sin θp)]β̇
2 +mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp)vyβ̇ + Tl + Tr













Figure 33: Traction and Cornering Forces and Velocities.
−mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp)θ̈p + (mp + 2mw + 2Iy/r2)v̇x
+Iy/r
2v̇s,l + Iy/r
2v̇s,r = −(2mw +mp)β̇vy −mp(xwp cos θp
+zwp sin θp)θ̇
2
p −mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)β̇2 − (Tl + Tr)/r
(19)
+mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)β̈ + (mp + 2mw)v̇y = (−mp(2xwp sin θp
−2zwp cos θp))θ̇pβ̇ + (2mwvx − vx)β̇ − Fy,l − Fy,r
(20)
−Iyw/r2β̈ − Iy/r2v̇x − Iy/r2v̇s,l = −Fx,l − rTl/r2 (21)
−Iyw/r2β̈ − Iy/r2v̇x + Iy/r2v̇s,r = rTr/r2 − Fx,r (22)
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(Ipz + 2Ixz + 2mww
2 + 2Iyw
2/r2 + (Ipx − Ipz) sin θ2p
+mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)
2)β̈ +mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)v̇y
+wIy/r
2v̇s,l − wIy/r2v̇s,r = 2[(Ipx − Ipz) sin θp cos θp
−mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp) + (2xwp sin θp − 2zwp cos θp)]θ̇pβ̇
+mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)vxβ̇ + w(Tl − Tr)/r
(23)
Traction forces can be represented as functions of the normal forces between the




where i = r, l, the longitudinal slip ratio is κ, and the slip angle is α. The longitudinal
slip ratio is the ratio between the longitudinal speed of the point of the wheel in con-
tact with the ground and the longitudinal speed of the wheel hub. Here, longitudinal
refers to the x-direction. The longitudinal slip is given by:
κl =
θ̇lr − (vx − wβ̇)
vx − wβ̇
κr =
θ̇rr − (vx + wβ̇)
vx + wβ̇
(25)
The slip angle is the angle between the net velocity vector of the wheel hub and






In this work, surfaces of various friction coefficients were simulated by developing
µx and µy curves inspired by the Magic Formula model [44]. Figure 34 shows a sample
curve. The longitudinal and lateral traction coefficients are:
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Figure 34: Pacejka tracion model.
µx = Dx sin(Cx arctan(Bxκ− Ex(Bxκ− arctan(Bxκ)))) (27)
µy = Dx sin(Cy arctan(Byα− Ey(Byα− arctan(Byα)))) (28)
where B is the slope of the curve at the κ = 0 or α = 0, and D is the maximum
traction coefficient. The constans C and E are given by:











Bxm − tan π2C
Bxm − arctan(Bxm)
(30)
where ya is the coefficient value when µ −→ ∞, and xm is the value of κ for the
maximum coefficient.
Figure 35 shows the traction/braking coefficient, as a function of the longitudinal
slip, and Figure 36 shows the lateral force as a function of the slip angle.
3.1 One wheel slip
Two-wheeled inverted-pendulum transporters have no redundancy in terms of wheel
slip. If one wheel slips, then the system immediately transforms into a very different
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Figure 36: Lateral force coefficient
dynamic state that is challenging to control and stabilize. Simulations are used to
show that a reduction in the friction coefficient between one wheel and ground can
lead to a loss of stability for typical transporter motions.
To investigate a realistic case that yields interesting wheel-slip results, the vehicle
was simulated as initially going 1 m/s and the rider leaned forward for 1 second, as he
would when trying to accelerate the vehicle. A range of leaning angles was simulated
while the right wheel passed over an area of reduced friction. Different reductions
in the right wheel available traction forces by using traction curves scaled down to
different maximum friction coefficient values. Examples of these curves are shown in
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Figure 35 and Figure 36. Several surfaces were simulated for each leaning angle to
find the maximum traction coefficient value that results in right wheel slip.
Figure 37 shows the leaning angle at which slip occurs for each coefficient of
friction. A range of angles between 0.5◦ to 35◦ were simulated and the range of
coefficient of friction extended between 0.12 and 1.0. Leaning angles below 4.5◦ did
not cause slipping to occur even with the lowest coefficient of friction.
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Figure 37: Maximum lean angle for different coefficients of friction
An example case is useful for understanding the vehicle behavior when slipping of
one wheel occurs. The simulation was stopped when the normal force on one of the
wheels became zero or when the pitch angle reached 60◦. Figure 38 shows the slip
ratios of both wheels. Note that the right wheel slips more than the left wheel and its
slip ratio increases at a higher rate at near the 0.3 second mark. At the same time,
the slip ratio of the left wheel stays significantly smaller. The left wheel slip starts
increasing at around 0.8 seconds, shortly before the simulation is stopped because the
pitch angle limit is reached.
As the right wheel slips with respect to the ground, it falls behind the left wheel.
This causes the vehicle to make a right turn. The yaw rate of the vehicle is shown
in Figure 39 for both the high-traction and reduced-traction cases. In the high-
traction case, where both wheels roll across the same surface with µ = 0.92, the
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Figure 38: Wheel slip ratios while leaning forward 18.5◦ and experiencing reduced
traction on the right wheel.
yaw rate remains at zero and the vehicle keeps going forward on a straight path.
When the right-wheel traction is reduced, the yaw rate increased significantly after
the 0.3 second mark and the vehicle is not able to stabilize itself in the yaw direction.
The wheel slip and resulting increase in yaw rate occur quickly, and such a sudden,
unexpected turning motion would give a rider little time to react. The yaw rate starts
decreasing again when the left wheel starts slipping at about 0.8 seconds.




















Figure 39: Yaw rate while leaning forward 18.5◦.
Figure 40 show the pitch angle of both cases followed a similar trajectory before
the right wheel started slipping. However, after the right wheel loses traction and
45
the yaw rate starts to increase, the vehicle is not able to balance itself and the pitch
angle increases in an unstable manner.





















Figure 40: Pitch angle response while leaning forward 18.5◦.
Figure 41 shows the speed response of the vehicle for both surfaces. In both cases,
the vehicle accelerates forward as a result of the rider leaning forward. However, in
the reduced traction case, the vehicle cannot accelerate as much because the right
wheel is left behind as it spins out and the vehicle turns to the right.





















Figure 41: Speed while leaning forward 18.5◦.
Figure 42 shows the normal forces between both wheels and the ground. As the
vehicle starts turning right the normal force between the right wheel and the ground
46
decreases significantly. The forward speed and the yaw rate are not so large as to
cause the vehicle to fall sideways at this point. As the pitch angle further increases,
a larger torque is applied to the left wheel in order to regain balance. However, once
the torque becomes too large, the left wheel starts slipping and the vehicle yaw rate
decreases. The normal force on the left wheel is reduced as a result. The sum total of
both forces decreases as the wheel slip even progresses because the system continues
to pitch forward more and more, as was shown in Figure 40.















Figure 42: Normal forces while leaning forward 18.5◦ and experiencing reduced trac-
tion on the right wheel.
3.2 Two wheel slip - leaning backward
Slip can also occur in both wheels almost at the same time. In this section the
dynamic behavior of a transporter in such situation is explored. An initial speed 5
m/s was set and the initial pitch angle was set to 0◦. The person was simulated
leaning back for 1 second to different angles and the maximum coefficient of friction
between the wheel and the ground was varied to find the maximum leaning angle
before slip occurs. Such backward leaning motions by the rider are required to stop
the vehicle.
Figure 43 shows the minimum coefficient of friction required to prevent slipping
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when the person leans back at different angles. As the leaning angle increases, slip
takes place at larger coefficients of friction. This means that if a stopping maneuver
is too aggressive, then the vehicle is more prone to slipping even on higher friction
surfaces.


















Figure 43: Coefficient of friction required to prevent the onset of slip at different
leaning angles
Figure 44 shows the pitch response of the vehicle for the case when the person
leaned back to 20◦. In this case, slipping occurred when the ground-wheel friction
coefficient was 0.54. The simulation was stopped when the vehicle reached an angle
of 40◦ because it is unlikely that would be able to recover back to its vertical position
after it has reached such a large angle. As seen, the vehicle is unable to remain stable
in the pitch direction because the slipping wheels cannot provide the deceleration
required for stability.
Figure 45 shows the speed of the vehicle. Initially, the vehicle accelerates forward
as is the expected response from a non-minimum phase system. Around the 0.2 s
mark, the speed starts decreasing until about 0.45 s. Then the speed increases again,
contrary to what would be the expected behavior of the transporter when the person
leans back. At the same time, the pitch angle becomes more negative. Because the
motors are unable to decelerate the vehicle effectively, the transporter falls backwards
48

















Figure 44: Pitch angle response while leaning back 20◦ with a ground-wheel friction
coefficient of 0.54.
and the wheels translate forward simultaneously. Basically, the machine shoots out
from underneath the rider.













Figure 45: Speed response while leaning back
Figure 46 shows the slip ratio of the wheels. Note that the time when the vehicle
stops decelerating is the same instance at which the slip ratio becomes suddenly more
negative. This is the point where the slip ratio becomes greater than the slip ratio
for maximum friction and where the wheel angular speed becomes unstable.
The traction coefficient, defined as the ratio between the wheel-ground normal
force and the wheel-ground force in the forward/backward directin, is shown in Figure
49

















Figure 46: Wheel slip ratio while leaning back
47 for each slip ratio. Even though the maximum absolute value of the slip ratio was
only 12, it was enough to make the vehicle unstable in just under 0.5 seconds. For
the same leaning angle, a surface with lower traction would make the vehicle unstable
in even a shorter amount of time.




















Figure 47: Traction coefficient vs slip ratio while leaning back
3.3 Effect of length of low friction region and speed
The previous section used unending low-friction ground regions. In many practical
scenarios, a vehicle will encounter only a small section of low-friction terrain. This
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section investigates the length of low-friction regions. The dynamic effects were sim-
ulated for different initial speeds, friction coefficients, and leaning angles.
Figure 48 shows the maximum leaning angle at different coefficient of friction. The
low friction patch had a length of 0.15 m for one set of cases and 0.35 m for another set.
An initial speed of 2.4 m/s was used for the transporter. For a given lean angle, the
friction coefficient was reduced until slip was detected. Because the friction coefficient
was reduced in steps of 0.02, several lean angles show the same friction coefficient at
slip onset. Varying the friction coefficient at smaller steps would show a more smooth
curve. Note that for the shorter region, the person can lean to a larger angle before
slipping takes place. For coefficients of friction larger than 0.1, the person can lean
forward without much risk of making the vehicle slip as it accelerates through the
small region of low-friction ground. While going over the short distance of low friction
the slipping wheels have less time to reach high angular speeds. Therefore, the slip
ratio remains low enough that the friction coefficient remains within the linear region
of the friction curve.

















Length = 0.15 m
Length = 0.45 m
Speed = 2.4 m/s
Figure 48: Maximum lean angle for each friction coefficient at different lengths of low
friction surface
Figure 49 shows the maximum leaning angle at different speeds for a region of low
friction that is 0.35 m long. When going at higher speeds, the person is able to lean
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to larger angles without the vehicle slipping. This means that the faster the vehicle is
traveling, the less likely it is to slip because it quickly passes over the slick spot. The
wheel remains under low friction conditions for less time when it is going faster and
does not allow the wheel angular speed to increase to a slip ratio beyond the linear
region of the friction curve.


















Speed = 1 m/s
Speed = 4.4 m/s
Length = 0.35 m
Figure 49: Maximum lean angle for each friction coefficient at different speeds
Figure 50 shows the maximum length of the low friction region given a vehicle
speed, a specified leaning angle, and a friction coefficient. As expected from the
previous results, the faster the vehicle goes, the larger low friction area it can travel
over without it slipping. In addition, a higher wheel-ground traction coefficient makes
it possible to travel over larger distances without wheel slip. The person can lean
safely to an angle of 18.5◦, as long as there is a friction coefficient larger than 0.4 and
the speed is larger than 1 m/s.
A sample case where the vehicle is going at 1 m/s over a 0.35 long region of low
friction and the person leans to an angle of 23 ◦ is analyzed in detail to reveal the
dynamic effects that arise. In this simulation the person leaned forward for a period
of 0.42 s.
Figure 51 shows the pitch angle of the vehicle under both a high and a lower
friction surface. For the lower friction surface, the pitch angle increases for a longer
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Speed = 1 m/s
Speed = 4 m/s
Lean angle = 18.5 °
Figure 50: Maximum low friction distance for each friction coefficient at different
speeds
time before reaching a maximum. For the high friction surface. the pitch angle
reaches a maximum almost at the same time that the person stops leaning forward.
The maximum pitch angle is also larger for the lower friction case, meaning that the
lower friction increases the risk of the vehicle losing its balance. Additionally, the
lower friction case takes longer to stabilize.



















Length = 0.35 m
Figure 51: Pitch response at different friction coefficients going over 0.35 m long
region of low friction..
Figure 52 shows the speed response for the low and high friction cases. Under
lower friction the speed initially decreases because of the non minimum phase nature
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of the system and then increases until the leaning command stops. At this point,
there is an abrupt change in acceleration, but then the speed continues increasing
even though the person is not leaning forward anymore. The speed reaches a greater
maximum value when the friction is smaller, but the initial acceleration after the
command stops is smaller.















Length = 0.35 m
Figure 52: Speed response at different friction coefficients going over 0.35 m long
region of low friction..
Figure 53 shows the slip ratio of the wheels for both cases. As expected, the lower
friction surface exhibited a far larger slip ratio well above the linear region of the
friction curve. In spite of this, the vehicle was able to maintain stability. The point
of maximum slip ratio coincides with the time when the speed showed a discontinuous
acceleration on the speed plot. The slip ratio increased dramatically after the person
leaning motion stopped. However, the person leaning forward did not immediately
produce slipping. It was the rider leaning back to a neutral position with respect to
the vehicle that was the final catalyst for instability.
Although at first glance it seems that both the high-traction and low-traction
surfaces have no effect before the slip ratio becomes unstable, looking more closely
at the first few seconds of the simulation shows that the slip ratio of the right wheel
increases at a faster rate than the slip ratio of the left wheel. This is shown in Figure
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Length = 0.35 m
Figure 53: Slip ratio at different friction coefficients going over 0.35 m long region of
low friction.
54. However, the difference in the slip ratios is too small to cause any significant
difference in the speed and pitch responses during the first few seconds.















Figure 54: Slip ratio at different friction coefficients going over 0.35 m long region of
low friction before slips occurs.
3.4 Effect of Wheel ground model parameters on dynamic
behavior and stability
In this section the effect of the shape of the traction coefficient vs slip ratio curve is
explored. The friction curve is defined by four parameters:
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• d: Maximum friction coefficient.
• xm: Slip ratio at which the maximum coefficient occurs.
• b: Slope at origin.
• ya: Friction coefficient at infinity.
The following sections explore the effects of these parameters on the pitch, speed
and the slip ratio responses of the vehicle when the person leans forward to a specified
lean angle.
3.4.1 Slope at origin
Three cases were simulated where the person lean angle was 18◦ using curve slopes
of: b = 2, b = 7, and b = 12. Figure 55 shows the pitch angle response for the
three cases. In all three cases the vehicle lost balance. When the slope is larger, it
takes a longer time for the pitch angle to increase. This indicates that it is more
difficult for the slip ratio to depart from the linear region of the friction curve. These
results demonstrate that the slope of the curve at the origin does affect the pitch
angle response in a significant way.
























Figure 55: Effect of slope at origin on pitch response
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Figure 56 shows the speed response of the vehicle. In the higher slope case, the
vehicle was able to reach a higher speed, which explains why it was able to maintain
balance for a slightly longer time than the other cases. The case with the smallest
slope at the origin had a lower peak velocity, until it entered the final phase of bucking
instability.


























Figure 56: Effect of slope at origin on speed response
Figure 57 shows the slip ratio. Note that for the lower slope case, the slip ratio
initially increased more rapidly and the maximum slip ratio for each curve was reached
sooner. For the higher slope, the slip ratio increased more slowly. This means that
at higher slopes it is more difficult for the vehicle to go beyond the linear region.
The maximum value reached was higher when the slope was larger. Even though the
slope of the curve might not control whether slip occurs, it significantly affects the
dynamics of the vehicle during slipping as seen in the pitch and speed responses.
3.4.2 Slip for maximum value
In this section, the effect of the slip ratio at which the maximum traction coefficient
(xm) occurs is examined. In all cases, the person lean angle was 18
◦ for 1 second.
Figure 58 shows the pitch response at three different values of xm: 0.05, 0.2, and
0.35. The vehicle was able to remain stable when xm was 0.35, but failed to do so
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Figure 57: Effect of slope at origin on slip ratio response
at smaller values, even when the maximum friction coefficient was the same. For the
smallest xm value, the vehicle pitch went unstable sooner. Therefore, reducing xm
makes the vehicle more prone to instability.





























Figure 58: Effect of maximum friction slip on pitch response
Figure 59 shows the speed for each case. Larger values of xm allow the system to
achieve higher speeds. This indicates that the vehicle was better able to accelerate
when xm was larger and, therefore, more capable of limiting the pitch angle.
These results can be explained by examining the wheel slip ratio for all three cases,
as shown in Figure 60. The results indicate that as the xm value becomes smaller, the
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Figure 59: Effect of maximum friction slip on speed response
slip onset occurs sooner. This means that the wheel goes beyond the linear region of
the friction curve with more ease as the maximum value increases. The slip onset for
xm = 0.2 takes place later and slip does not occur when xm = 0.35. This indicates
that other surface characteristics, besides the maximum coefficient of friction, can
influence not only the behavior after slip occurs, but also whether or not it occurs.


























Figure 60: Effect of maximum friction slip on slip ratio response
3.4.3 Value at large slip ratios
Three cases using different values of the asymptotic friction coefficient, ya, were sim-
ulated. For these cases a rider lean angle of 20◦ for 1 s was used.
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Figure 61 shows the pitch responses. In all three cases the vehicle went unstable.
However, when ya was larger, the vehicle struggled to maintain balance for about 3
seconds. For the smaller ya cases, the vehicle went unstable very rapidly. The pitch
angle increased more aggressively with the smallest ya case.
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Figure 61: Effect of asymptotic friction coefficient on pitch response
Figure 62 shows the speed responses. During the initial response, before the 0.5
second mark, the three responses look similar. Afterwards, the ya = 0.9 speed keeps
increasing, while the other two decrease. The larger ya allows the vehicle to accelerate
more and enables it to balance itself slightly better. A lower ya significantly reduces
the available friction after the onset of slip.
Figure 63 shows how the slip ratio increased more for the smaller ya cases. The
smaller the ya value, the higher the slip ratio. The onset of slip occurred at the same
time for all three cases, but the available friction after slip was larger for ya = 0.9.
This prevented the wheel from spinning so dramatically and allowed the vehicle to
accelerate and balance itself for a few more seconds. This is also evidence that the
curve parameters affect the behavior of the vehicle after the onset of slip has occurred.
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Figure 62: Effect of asymptotic friction coefficient on speed response
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Figure 63: Effect of asymptotic friction coefficient on slip ratio response
3.5 Summary
This chapter presented a model of a self-balancing transporter that includes a wheel-
ground traction model based on the empirical Pacejka equations. This model was used
to simulate acceleration maneuvers under two-wheel and one-wheel slip conditions. In
both cases, the reduced wheel-ground traction limits the vehicle acceleration and the
angle that the person can lean before slipping occurs. For example, if the coefficient
of friction is reduced to 0.5, the maximum leaning angle is limited to 20◦. If slipping
takes place, then the vehicle can lose pitch stability in less than 1 second. When
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slipping occurs in one wheel, an unexpected turning motion occurs that can cause
the vehicle to tip-over in the roll direction in a very short amount of time as low as
1 second. As the vehicle goes faster, it is capable of remaining stable over longer
patches of low friction surfaces. Finally, other wheel-ground traction characteristics
beside the peak traction coefficient can have a significant influence on the dynamic
response of the vehicle. Increasing the slope of the friction coefficient curve, the slip





The most obvious failure mode of a two-wheeled inverted-pendulum transporter is
the loss of pitch stability. However, loss of lateral stability, which leads to bucking or
complete tip-over in the roll direction can occur very rapidly and unexpectedly.While
inverted-pendulum transporters actively control their pitch stability, there is no such
control on their lateral stability. The machines rely on lateral wheel separation to pro-
vide sideways tip-over stability. Of course, there are limits on what such an approach
can provide.
One practical limitation on wheel width is the need for such transporters to fit
through doorways. Lateral instability can occur as a result of different causes. For
example, the machine can tip over during turns at certain combinations of speed
and turning radii. The rider can also fall over sideways because their feet cannot
be moved laterally to regain balance. Lateral instability can also occur as a result
of a wheel losing traction. When this happens, and the wheel spins excessively,
the machine may turn off. Losing traction can occur as a result of dropping off of
a curb, or passing over slick surfaces as was thoroughly examined in the previous
chapter. Lateral instability can also occur from of an unexpected turn when a wheel
contacts an obstacle. The vehicle would turn in the direction of the obstacle and
pitch forward. The machine can also make an unexpected turn when the operator
accidentally commands a turning motion. This can happen by accidentally twisting
the steering grip or when the person pushes the handlebar sideways in a way that
could lift one of the wheels of the ground. Doing this would also cause the machine
to turn [4, 52].
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This chapter investigates such lateral stability dynamics. The next section ex-
amines lateral stability while moving at a constant speed. Section 4.2 examines the
effect of rider motion. Finally, Section 4.3 examines the effect of wheel slip with an
emphasis on lateral stability effects.
4.1 Roll stability turning at a constant speed v along a
curved path with radius rg
A vehicle moving along a curved path has a tendency to tip over in the direction away
from the center of curvature. A simple way to quantify this tendency is to estimate
the normal forces between the vehicle and the ground at the contact points. Figure
64 shows a free body diagram of a two-wheeled vehicle, and a lumped-mass model of















Figure 64: Free body diagram during a right turning motion (assuming no lateral
wheel slip)
Nl and Nr are the left and right normal forces at the contact points between the
person and the vehicle. Nlv and Nrv are the left and right normal forces between
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the vehicle wheels and the ground, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The
centrifugal force in the rotating reference frame is mv2/r where r is the radius of
the turn. Balancing moments at each contact point between the person, the vehicle,
and the ground, results in the following system of equations that allows us to find the
friction force f , the normal forces between the vehicle and the ground (Nlv and Nrv),












Hcm −mg b2 +Nrb = 0
mvv2
rg
r + fr −mvg d2 −Nl
d−b
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−Nr d+b2 +Nrvd = 0
mvv2
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By solving this system of equations, the contact forces were found. The normal





































The maximum turning speed and the minimum turning radius at which the vehicle
or rider becomes unstable are those for which the right normal forces become zero:
Nr = 0 (36)
Nrv = 0 (37)
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Solving for Nrv = 0 gives the minimum radius for a given speed at which the
vehicle begins to roll sideways relative to the ground.





A basic Newtonian analysis assuming constant speed and constant turning radius
shows that the minimum turning radius rgvehicle and the maximum turning speed










This result is based on the assumption that the rider does not fall off before the
vehicle starts to tip over.
Similarly, solving for Nr = 0 gives the minimum radius for a given speed at which
the person falls off the vehicle. The minimum turning radius rgperson and the maximum










4.1.1 Relative stability between the vehicle and the passenger
There can be cases when the passenger will fall off before the vehicle tips. The
conditions at which both rgvehicle and rgperson are equal can be found by subtracting
rgperson from rgvehicle and equating the result to zero. By doing so and noting that v
2






Multiplying this expression by bg, dividing by R, and letting λ = Hcm
R






f = λδρ− λ+ δ = 0 (42)
This defines a surface in the (λδρ) coordinate system. If the above relationship is
greater than zero, then the minimum turning radius of the vehicle before it tips over
is greater than the tip-over radius of the passenger. This means that the vehicle is
more prone than the rider to become unstable, or becomes unstable at lower-curvature
turns.
4.1.2 Limits on speed and turning radius imposed by available lateral
friction forces
A vehicle can only turn as long as there is a lateral force applied on the wheels
and directed towards the center of the curved path. This lateral force depends on
the coefficient of friction between the wheels and the ground. This lateral sliding
coefficient of friction can be different from the braking coefficient of friction in the
forward direction [51]. By balancing forces in the direction parallel to the radius of
the curved path, a relationship can be found between the speed, the path radius, and
the coefficient of friction that leads to such sideways wheel slip.
Figure 64 can expanded to account for these forces, as shown in Figure 65. These
forces must be greater than or equal to the centripetal acceleration multiplied by the
mass of the vehicle. If they are not, then the vehicle will slide sideways before it tips
over. The radial forces between the person and the vehicle are balanced against the
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centripetal acceleration as follows:












v2 ≤ µbaserg (46)
By a similar procedure, the following relationship that relates the maximum turn-
ing speed, the turning radius, and the coefficient of friction between the wheels and
the ground is:
v2 ≤ µlatrg (47)
where µlat is the lateral coefficient of friction, r is the radius of the curve, and g is







f lat,l f lat,r
f lat,lv
f lat,rv
Figure 65: Free body diagram during a turning motion to the right
4.1.3 Roll stability analysis of a Segway i2
In this section the relations developed above are examined when the system has the
parameters and conditions found in Table 3. These values correspond to those of a
Segway i2 with an average operator [9].
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The turning radius at which the normal force on the right wheel is zero during a
right turn at 10 mph is listed in Table 4. The first row shows the results obtain from
the analysis of this section, while the second row shows the results from a dynamic
simulation. The results of the analysis of this section are close to the more complete
description of the system provided by a dynamic simulation. However, these results
show that a simplified analysis can provide a useful estimate of the tip-over radius of
the vehicle.
Table 4: Tip over radius at 10 m/h
Model Vehicle tip over radius Payload tip over radius
Static 7.84 m 17.27 m
Dynamic 8.11 m 15.76 m
The maximum speed and the minimum turning radius for the vehicle and the
person according to (39) and (40) are shown in Figure 66. For this system, the
maximum speed for stability of the person is less than the maximum speed for stability
of the vehicle. The opposite can be said about the turning radius. Therefore, for this
particular system and conditions, the rider will tip-over sideways before the vehicle
goes into a roll instability.
Equation (42) can be used to determine how the maximum speed for stability of
the vehicle compares to the maximum speed for stability of the rider. The parameters
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Figure 66: Maximum Speed vs Minimum Turning Radius.














Using these parameters in (42) gives a value of f = −2.713. A negative value
means that the minimum turning radius for vehicle stability is less than for passenger
stability. This means that even though the vehicle can remain stable at certain
turning radii, the person would fall off. Equivalently, this means that the person
becomes unstable with respect to the vehicle at lower speeds than the ones at which
the vehicle becomes unstable with respect to the ground. However, these results
assume the person is standing straight up and down. If the rider “leans into” the
turn, then the machine instability can become the limiting factor.
Figure 67 shows a plot of (42). The surface represents the combination of param-
eters for which the maximum permissible speeds of the vehicle and the person are
equal. The system considered above is located with a marker to the right of the sur-
face. The surface shows how the height of the center of mass has almost no effect in
moving the system towards the surface. The easier way to move the marker towards
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the surface in this case would be to increase δ, which is the ratio of the rider feet
separatin and the machine wheel separation.
Figure 67: Surface at which the maximum speed of the vehicle at lateral instability
is equal to the maximum speed of the person at lateral instability.
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4.2 Effect of rider motion on lateral stability
4.2.1 Roll stability with rolling rider
In this section, the system is similar to the one studied in Section 4.1 except that the
rider is allowed to lean into the turn with an angle θ. This allows a rider to redistribute






Figure 68: System with a leaning rider.
4.2.1.1 Roll stability turning at a constant speed v along an arc path with radius
rg
A similar procedure to the one used in the previous section was used to obtain the
normal forces between the vehicle, the person, and the ground. The normal forces































































2H2cm sin θ cos θ
br2g
(52)
Even though these equations look more complex, they have the same structure as










rg −Hcm sin θ
(







Here, the first term corresponds to the fraction of the weight that is transmitted
through the right support which can be expressed relative to the vehicle mass as αm.
In the non-leaning case this would be half of the mass of the person. The second
term corresponds to the force generated by the turning motion. Because the person
is leaning, the height of the center of mass lowers slightly to Hcm,θ = Hcm cos θ, and
the radius of its turn also decreases to rg,θ = rg −Hcm sin θ. The speed of the center
of mass of the person becomes:
vθ =
rg −Hcm sin θ
rg
v (54)














The forces between the wheels and the ground also follow the same structure and
a similar procedure can be followed to find the coefficients that would allow us to
express them in a manner similar to (55).
Because lateral instability can result from either underleaning or overleaning, the
left normal force can become zero if the lean angle to the right exceeds a critical
value. The conditions at which either the left or right normal forces become zero are
discussed next.
By solving for Nr = 0, the relationship between the lean angle, turning radius,
and speed at which the normal force between the right wheel and the ground becomes
zero is found to be:
v2right =
gr2g [2mHcm sin θ + (m+mv)d]
2[(m+mv)Rrg −mH2cm cos θ sin θ −mHcmR sin θ +mHcmrg cos θ]
(57)
By solving for Nl = 0, the relationship between lean angle, turning radius, and
speed for when normal force on the left wheel is becomes zero is:
v2left =
gr2g [2mHcm sin θ − (m+mv)d]
2[(m+mv)Rrg −mH2cm cos θsinθ −mHcmR sin θ +mHcmrg cos θ]
(58)
An equivalent relationship can be found for the speed at which the normal force
between the vehicle and the passenger’s right support becomes zero:
v2rightperson =
gr2g(2Hcm sin θ + b)(rg −Hcm sin θ)Hcm cos θ
2(H2cm cos θ sin θ −Hcmrg cos θ)2
(59)
Similarly, the speed at which the normal force between the vehicle and the pas-
senger’s left support becomes zero is:
v2leftperson =
gr2g(2Hcm sin θ − b)(rg −Hcm sin θ)Hcm cos θ
2(H2cm cos θ sin θ −Hcmrg cos θ)2
(60)
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In order to determine whether the person, or the vehicle, is more unstable, the
speeds given by the previous equations can be compared. Given the complexity of
the relations it is not practical to obtain a concise expression as the one found in (42).
However, we can obtain an expression that defines the condition at which the person-
vehicle and vehicle-ground forces become zero simultaneously. If the expression is
less than zero, then the speed at which the person falls off the vehicle is less than the
speed at which the vehicle tips over. If it is greater than zero, then the vehicle tips
over before the person falls off. This tip-over bifurcation expression is:
f = Rbrg(m+mv)− 2H2cmRm sin2 θ +H2cm cos θ sin θ[(m+mv)d+mb]
+HcmR sin θ[2(m+mv)rg −mb)]−Hcmrg cos θ[(m+mv)d−mb]
(61)
4.2.1.2 Analysis of a Segway i2
The equations from Section 4.2.1.1 are used with the parameters for the Segway i2
in Table 3 to find the leaning angle limit. By setting (49) and( 50) equal to zero, the
range of passenger lean angles θ for which the vehicle remains stable can be found
as a function of speed. This range is shown in Figure 69. The normal force on the
left wheel is greater than zero if the speed, radius, and tilting angle are below the
upper surface. Similarly, the normal force on the right wheel is greater the zero if the
operating conditions are above the lower surface. The vehicle and passenger remain
stable if it operates within the volume between both surfaces.
Figure 70 shows the maximum speed at which the vehicle can travel at different
leaning angles. The data shows that as the person leans further to the right (positive
leaning angle), the maximum turning speed is increased. This effect is why riders are
encouraged to “lean into the turn.”
A 1 m radius turn was simulated for a wide range of speeds. As shown in Figure 71,



























Figure 69: Rider lean limits.























Figure 70: Speed limit for a specified lean angle and radius.
This range is largest at low speed and decreases as the speed is increased. Both
the maximum and minimum allowable leaning angles increase as the speed increases.
Therefore, a rider intending to “lean into the turn” needs to have some knowledge of
the speed of the vehicle.
Note that the curves in Figure 71 represent the points where the normal forces
between the right (minimum lean angle) or left wheel (maximum lean angle) become
zero. For certain speeds, there are two passenger lean angles that can make each
force zero. This can be explained by examining (50) and (49) and noting that the




















Figure 71: Lean angle limits for a 1 m radius turn.
a maximum the begins to decrease. This means that if the person leans too far
into the turn, for certain combinations of speeds and turning radius, the force at the
right wheel (inside of the turn) can become zero again. Conversely, the person could
lean to an angle larger than the maximum allowable lean angle for the force on the
left side to remain above zero and find a stable position. However, the transition
to this configuration might involve having a wheel lose contact with the ground.
Furthermore, these secondary lean angles are unrealistically large, generally above
60◦.
4.2.1.3 Dynamic equations of motion including rider lean
The previous section examined the static stability limits of riders “leaning into the
turn.” While that analysis provided useful bounds, it is also important to consider
dynamic effects. The model from Section 2.1 was modified to account for the operator
leaning sideways at a non constant speed. This system is shown in Figure 72.
Because the operator is often required to lean sideways when commanding a turn
to most self balancing transporters, the dynamic equations of motion were developed
for the case when this motion takes place. The location of the center of mass of the




mb , Ibx , Iby , Ibz
Figure 72: Rider leaning while operating a two-wheeled inverted pendulum
Iby, and Ibz. The body leans sideways at an angle γb with respect to the transporter.
These mass and geometric relations were entered into a commercial multibody dy-
namic modeling software MotionGenesis to produce the dynamic equations of motion:
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(−(Ibx − Iby) sin2 γb sin θp cos θp +mp(xwp sin θp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)
−zwp cos θp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp))− (Ipx − Ipz) sin θp cos θp − (Ibx
−Ibz) cos2 γb sin θp cos θp −mbz2b cos2 γb sin θp cos θp)β̇2 + (Ibz sin2 γb cos θp
+Iby cos




2 γb cos θp)γ̇bβ̇ + (Ibz sin γb cos γb sin θp − Iby cos γb sin γb sin θp
−(Ibx − Iby) sin γb sin θp cos γb + (Ibx − Ibz) cos γb sin θp sin γb)θ̇pβ̇
+mp(−zwp cos θpvy + xwp sin θpvyβ̇)−mbzb cos γb cos θpvyβ̇ − (−z2bmb − Iby




wp) + Iby cos





2 γb)θ̈p + (mbzb cos γb cos θp −mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp))v̇x
+(Ibz sin γb cos γb − Iby cos γb sin γb + (Ibx − Iby) sin γb cos γb
−(Ibx − Ibz) cos γb sin γb − 2mbz2b cos γb sin γb)θ̇pγ̇b + Tl + Tr
−mbgzb sin θp cos γb −mpg(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp) = 0
(62)
mbzb sin γbβ̈ + (mb +mp + 2mw + 2Iy/r
2)v̇x + (mbzb cos γb cos θp
−mp(xwp sin θp − zwp cos θp))θ̈p − 2mwβ̇vy −mp(β̇vy + xwp cos θpθ̇2p
+zwp sin θpθ̇
2
p + (xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)β̇
2)−mb(β̇vy + zb sin θp cos γb((γ̇b
− sin θpβ̇)2 + (cos γbθ̇p + sin γb cos θpβ̇)2) + zb sin γb sin θp(cos γbθ̇p
+ sin γb cos θpβ̇)(sin γbθ̇p − cos γb cos θpβ̇)− zb cos θp(cos γb cos θpβ̇γ̇b
− sin γbγ̇bθ̇p − (γ̇b − sin θpβ̇)(sin γbθ̇p − cos γb cos θpβ̇)))−mbzb sin γb sin θpγ̈b





2 θp + sin
2 θp) + zb cos
2 γb sin γb cos
2 θp)β̇
2
+(−2mbzb sin γb sin θpγ̇b + (mb(2zb sin2 γb cos γb cos θp + zb cos γb(− sin2 γb cos θp
+ cos2 γb cos θp + cos θp))−mp(−2zwp cos θp + 2xwp sin θp))θ̇p +mbvx +mpvx
+2mwvx)β̇ + (mbzb sin θp cos γb +mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp))β̈ −mbzb cos γbγ̈b




b − Fy,l − Fy,r = 0 (65)
−Fx,l − (Iwyv̇x − rTl − Iwyvs,l − Iwywβ̈)/r2 = 0 (66)
(rTr + Iwyvs,r − Iwyv̇x − Iwywβ̈)/r2 − Fx,r = 0 (67)
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((Ibx − Iby) cos γb cos2 θp sin θp sin γb − (Ibx − Ibz) sin γb cos2 θp sin θp cos γb
+(Iby − Ibz) sin θp sin γb cos2 θp cos γb)β̇2 + ((Iby sin γb cos2 θp cos γb
−Ibz cos γb cos2 θp sin γb − (Ibx − Iby) cos γb cos2 θp sin γb + (Ibx
−Ibz) sin γb cos2 θp cos γb + 2mbz2b sin γb cos2 θp cos γb)γ̇b + (Ibx sin θp cos θp
+(2(Ipx − Ipz)) sin θp cos θp − Iby sin2 γb cos θp sin θp − Ibz cos2 γb cos θp sin θp
−mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)(−2zwp cos θp + 2xwp sin θp) + (Ibx
−Iby) cos2 γb cos θp sin θp + (Ibx − Ibz) sin2 γb cos θp sin θp + (Iby
−Ibz) sin θp cos2 γb cos θp − (Iby − Ibz) sin θp sin2 γb cos θp
−mbzb(zb sin2 γb cos θp sin θp − sin θpzb(cos2 γb cos θp + cos θp)))θ̇p
+mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp)vx −mbzb(− sin θp cos γbvx + sin γbvy))β̇ + (Ibz
+Ipz + 2ixz + 2mww
2 + 2Iyw






2 θp + sin
2 θp) + sin
2 θp(Ibx + Ipx − Ibz − Ipz
−(Iby − Ibz) sin2 γb))β̈ − (z2bmb + Ibx) sin θpγ̈b − (−z2bmb − Iby
(68)
+Ibz) sin γb cos γb cos θpθ̈p + wIy(v̇s,l)/r
2 − wIy(v̇s,r)/r2 +mbzb sin γbv̇x
+(mbzb sin θp cos γb +mp(xwp cos θp + zwp sin θp))v̇y + (−Iby sin2 γb cos θp
−Ibz cos2 γb cos θp − (Ibx − Iby) cos2 γb cos θp − (Ibx − Ibz) sin2 γb cos θp
−2mbz2b sin2 γb cos θp)θ̇pγ̇b + (−(Iby − Ibz) sin θp cos γb sin γb
−mbz2b sin θp cos γb sin γb)θ̇2p + w(Tl − Tr)/r = 0
(69)
(−(Iby − Ibz) sin γb cos2 θp cos γb −mbz2b sin γb cos2 θp cos γb)β̇2
+((−(Iby − Ibz) cos2 γb cos θp + (Iby − Ibz) sin2 γb cos θp −mbz2b (cos2 γb cos θp
− sin2 γb cos θp + cos θp)− Ibx cos θp)(θ̇p) +mbzb(sin γb sin θpvy − cos γbvx))β̇
−(z2bmb + Ibx) sin θpβ̈ + (z2bmb + Ibx)γ̈b −mbzb sin γb sin θpv̇x −mbzb cos γb(v̇y)
+((Iby − Ibz) cos γb sin γb +mbz2b cos γb sin γb)θ̇2p −mbgzb sin γb cos θp = 0
(70)
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4.2.2 Roll stability with a pitching rider
When the passenger leans forward, the height of the center of mass decreases slightly
and moves forward. This effects the normal forces. Figure 73 illustrates such a leaning
passenger.
p
Figure 73: System with a rider leaning forward.
A forward lean also increases the acceleration of the center of mass. As the rider
leans forward during a turn, the location of the center of mass moves away from the
circular path that the midpoint between the wheels follow. Therefore, the acceleration
of this point is no longer directed in the same direction as the midpoint between the
wheels. Instead, it has two components, one in the direction of the wheel axle and
another one perpendicular to it. Only the acceleration component in the axle direction
can generate a torque that makes the vehicle unstable in the roll direction and that
can be compensated for by the normal forces Nl and Nr. This situation is shown in
Figure 74.











Figure 74: System with a rider leaning forward.





































Note that in all cases, the last term of these expressions is multiplied by a cos θp
factor. As θp increases, the magnitude of this value becomes smaller. This means
that, during a turn, the normal forces on the right side decrease less with a forward-
leaning rider when compared with the upright position. Essentially, leaning forward
increases the roll stability by reducing the height of the center of mass.
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Figure 75: Lean angle limits for a 1 m radius turn on a Segway i2.
4.2.2.1 Rider pitching on a Segway i2
Figure 75 shows the maximum speed of the vehicle while traveling along a 1m radius
turn for different rider forward-lean (pitch) angles. Note that as the pitch angle
increases, the vehicle is able to travel the curve at higher speeds without rolling over.
However, for a real rider operating such a transporter, the pitching angle is limited to
perhaps 15◦. Within this range the maximum turning speed remains approximately
constant. However, if for some reason the vehicle loses pitch stability and falls forward
during a turn, this turn can occur at higher speeds than expected.
4.2.3 Roll stability during simultaneous pitching and rolling of the pas-
senger
A passenger can obviously lean forward and sideways simultaneously. The pitch angle
θ and the roll angle γ are shown in the free body diagram of the passenger in Figure
76. The pitch angle is measured around the yb axis which points toward the center
of the curved path that the vehicle is following. The roll angle is measured around
the x′b axis which is fixed to the person and rotates as the person pitches forward.
When the passenger leans forward, the center of mass translates towards the inside











Figure 76: Free body diagram of a passenger leaning forward and sideways.
acceleration of the center of mass has two components in the reference frame of
the vehicle. As in the previous section, only the acceleration component in the yb
direction, an, generates a torque that affects the normal forces Nl and Nr.
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cos θ − mv
2H2cm sin γ cos γ
br2g
cos θ (78)
These expressions for the normal forces between the wheels and the ground are
very similar to the ones found for the case when the person leans only sideways. The
primary difference in this case is that the terms that contain v2 are multiplied by
cos θ. This means that the effect of the turn is diminished in comparison with only
sideways leaning.
Dynamic and inertial effects will be further analyzed to understand the effect
that each particular motion and system parameter has on the lateral stability of the
vehicle.
4.2.4 Non-inertial Dynamic effects
In this section, the normal forces between the rider and vehicle are analyzed. The














When the person leans to accelerate/decelerate and turn the vehicle at the same
time, simultaneous rotations occur around two axes. These rotations are linked to
tangential and centripetal accelerations that can have an effect on the normal forces
and the roll stability of both the person and the vehicle. Figure 77 shows the tangen-
tial and radial accelerations of the center of mass of the passenger with respect to the
midpoint of the vehicle base. In the figure, neither the centripetal acceleration caused
by the rotation of the vehicle as it follows a curved path, nor the Coriolis acceleration
caused by the relative motion of the body are shown.
The relative speed of the center of mass with respect to the vehicle is:












Figure 77: Free body diagram of a rider leaning forward and sideways - dynamic
effects.
The tangential and centripetal accelerations of the center of mass of the rider with
respect to the vehicle are given by:
~at = ~αb/v × ~rb/v (81)
and
~ar = ~ωb/v × (~ωb/v × ~rb/v) (82)
where the angular speed and acceleration of the rider with respect to the vehicle are:
~ωb/v = γ̇ cos θ~xb + θ̇~yb − γ̇ sin θ~zb (83)
~αb/v = (−θ̇γ̇ sin θ + γ̈ cos θ)~xb + θ̈~yb + (−θ̇γ̇ cos θ − γ̈ sin θ)~zb (84)
The relative position of the center of mass with respect to the vehicle is:
~rb/v = Hcm sin θ cos γ~xb −Hcm sin γ~yb +Hcm cos γ cos θ~zb (85)
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It is evident that because the angular speed and acceleration are such complex
expressions, the full expressions of (81) and (82) will also be very complex.
The position of the center of mass with respect to the Newtonian reference frame
is:
~rb = Hcm sin θ cos γ~xb + (rg −Hcm sin γ)~yb +Hcm cos γ cos θ~zb (86)
The speed of the center of mass is:
~vb = ~vb/v +
v
rg
( ~−z)× ~rb (87)
where v/rg is the angular speed of the reference frame attached to the vehicle.
The acceleration of the center of mass is:












( ~−z)× ~vb/v (88)
Note that the third term in (88) does not depend on the relative motion between
the body and the vehicle. This term represents the total acceleration of the center of
mass for the static rider cases considered in the previous sections.
The above expression can be rewritten as:
~ab = ~at + ~ar + ~ac + ~acor (89)















( ~−z)× ~vb/v (91)
The other three terms will generate new terms in the expression for the normal
force. This force can be found by using D’Alembert principle to balance the moments
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around the contact point between the vehicle and the rider on the left side of the
platform.
The position vector of the center of mass with respect to the left side of the
platform is:
~rb/lf = Hcm sin θ cos γ~xb − (0.5b−Hcm sin γ)~yb +Hcm cos γ cos θ~zb (92)
The sum of moments about the left platform support point is:
−b~yb ×Nr + rb/lf × (−mg)~zb + rb/lf × (−~ab) = 0 (93)
The roll stability is determined by the sum of moments around the x axis. Taking













[rb/lf × (−mg)~zb + rb/lf × (−m~at) + rb/lf × (−m~an)+
rb/lf × (−m~ac) + rb/lf × (−m~acor)]x = 0
(95)
This equation can be rewritten as:
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brg
(100)
Each term above is associated with the corresponding acceleration in (89). Note
that the first two terms in the above expression are those present when the body is
static, while the last three terms are the ones that occur when the passenger moves
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cm sin γ sin θ cos γ cos θγ̇v
brg
(104)
In this section, the analysis is limited to the last three terms because the first two
terms were covered in the previous sections. Furthermore, Nr,t and Nr,n produce a
very complex expression. Therefore, to understand their effect on the normal forces
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between the vehicle and the person, the analysis will be limited to studying each
rotation motion of the rider independently from one another.
4.2.4.1 Sideways leaning
Figure 78 shows a free body diagram of the rider leaning sideways and the acceleration
components relative to the vehicle. As the angle γ increases, there is a centripetal
acceleration directed from the center of mass to the midpoint between the left and
right support. This generates a fictitious force that acts in the opposite direction.
When taking the sum of moments about the left support, this fictitious centripetal
force causes a negative moment in the direction of the negative xb axis and reduces
the normal force on the right support as a result. Note that while leaning towards
the turn makes the vehicle more stable, a sudden lean (at a very high angular speed)










Figure 78: Free body diagram of a person leaning sideways - dynamic effects.
The force produced by the tangential acceleration as γ increases acts in a direction
perpendicular to the fictitious centripetal force on the ybzb plane opposite the arrow
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that represents at in Figure 78. When taking moments about the left platform sup-
port, this force also generates a torque in the direction of the negative xb axis. This
means that a very high angular acceleration for γ can also decrease the roll stability
of the system by reducing the normal force on the right support.
Finally, the Coriolis acceleration acts in the direction of the negative xb axis which
generates a fictitious force in the opposite direction. Because this force is parallel to
the xb direction, it does not generate a moment that affects the roll stability of the
rider. Note that this is only true when the rider is not leaning forward. When forward
leaning starts moving the center of mass forward, it is no longer on the ybzb plane.
Then, the fictitious Coriolis force generates a moment associated with the increased
rate of γ that increases the stability of the rider by generating a moment in the
direction of the xb axis.
4.2.4.2 Forward leaning
Figure 79 shows a free body diagram of the rider leaning forward and the acceleration










Figure 79: Free body diagram of a rider leaning forward - dynamic effects.
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As the rider lean angle, θ, increases, the rotation of the center of mass of the
body experiences a centripetal acceleration ar directed toward the origin. This can
be treated as a fictitious centrifugal force acting toward the positive xbzb quadrant.
When taking the sum of moments about the left platform support, this centrifugal
force acts in the negative xb direction, which reduces the normal force on the right
support.
A tangential acceleration at, perpendicular to ar, is associated with the angular
acceleration of θ. When the angular acceleration is positive, a fictitious tangential
force is generated on the vehicle that acts in the opposite direction as the one shown
in Figure 79. When taking moments about the left platform support point, this force
generates a torque in the negative xb direction, as does Nr.
Note that because these forces are contained on the xbzb plane they have the effect
of reducing the normal force on both sides of the vehicle. Due to this, the vehicle is
more prone to tipping over because the available normal force on the inside of the
turn is reduced.
Finally, the relative rotation of the rider with respect to the vehicle generates a
Coriolis acceleration. When θ̇ is positive, the Coriolis acceleration is directed towards
the negative yb axis. The associated inertial force acts along the yb direction. When
taking moments about the left support, this force generates a torque in the negative
xb direction and makes the vehicle more prone to tipping over. Therefore, leaning
forward suddenly can also make the vehicle more unstable while making a turn.
4.2.4.3 Simultaneous forward and sideways leaning
When the passenger leans in both directions, three terms containing γ̇θ̇ appear in the
expression for the normal force. The sign of these terms together will depend on both
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It is not immediately evident which of these terms has the greatest effect on the
normal force.
4.2.5 Inertial effects
When a rigid body model of the rider is considered, the effect of the new terms in the
angular momentum appear in the expressions for the normal forces. The resulting
expressions in this case contain additional components related to the angular speed
and acceleration of the rider. In addition, when taking moments about the x-axis
of the vehicle frame, the moments of inertia of the rider need to be transformed to
the vehicle coordinate system and complex functions of the angle and angular rates
arise. In this section, the inertial effects of the forward leaning and sideways leaning
motions are analyzed separately.
The resulting normal force on the right wheel is
Nr,total = Nr +Nr,inertia (106)




[−Ib,xxαx + Ib,xyαy + Ib,xzαz + Ib,yzω2y − Ib,yzω2z
+Ib,xzωxωy − Ib,zzωyωz − Ib,xyωxωz + Ib,yyωyωz]
(107)
where the subindices refer to the vehicle coordinate system, α is the angular acceler-
ation, and ω is the angular speed of the rider.
For the left side support,
Nl,inertia = −Nr,inertia (108)
The passenger inertias in the vehicle frame are expressed in terms of the principal
inertias in the body frame as follows:
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Ib,xx = Ib,x − sin2 θ[Ib,x − Ib,z − (Ib,y − Ib,z) sin2 γ]
Ib,xy = sin θ sin γ cos γ(Ib,y − Ib,z)
Ib,xz = − sin θ cos θ[Ib,x − Ib,z − (Ib,y − Ib,z) sin2 γ]
Ib,yy = cos
2 γIb,y + sin
2 γIb,z
Ib,yz = sin γ cos θ cos γ(Ib,y − Ib,z)
Ib,zz = sin
2 θIb,x + sin
2 γ cos2 θIb,y + cos
2 γ cos2 θIb,z
(109)










Similary, the angular acceleration is given by:
~α =

cos θγ̈ − sin θγ̇θ̇
θ̈ − cos θγ̇ v
rg





When the rider leans sideways and the vehicle is traveling at a constant speed along






















2 γIb,y + sin
2 γIb,z
Ib,yz = sin γ cos γ(Ib,y − Ib,z)
Ib,zz = sin
2 γIb,y + cos
2 γIb,z
(114)
The resulting normal force associated with the angular rotation of the rider results




[−Ib,xxαx − Ib,yzω2z ] (115)








The first term of this expression indicates that leaning sideways very suddenly can
reduce the normal force on the right side of the rider making him more prone to fall.
This situation can occur when a rider tries to avoid an obstacle in an abrupt manner.
The second term becomes larger as the leaning angle approaches γ = π
4
and decreases
for larger angles. Its effect depends on how fast the vehicle is going and how large
the inertia about the y-axis is when compared to the inertia about the z-axis. For a
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typical human, the y-axis inertia is large, so the second term would also reduce the
normal force.
4.2.5.2 Forward leaning
When the rider leans forward instead of sideways, and the vehicle travels at a constant















The inertias of the rider in the vehicle frame then become:
Ib,xx = Ib,x − sin2 θ[Ib,x − Ib,z]
Ib,xy = 0




2 θIb,x + cos
2 θIb,z
(119)




[−Ib,zzωyωz + Ib,yyωyωz] (120)
























From this expression it is evident that the sign depends on the relation between
the body moments of inertia. It can be assumed that, for a person, the inertias around
the x and y axes are similar, so the first term should be relatively small. However, the
inertia around the z axis is smaller, so the second term is less significant. Considering
this, if the the rider leans forward, the normal force is reduced as long as he is tilting
at a non zero angular rate. Faster tilting rates cause a larger reduction of the force.
However, this depends on the tilting angle. As the pitch is increased the cosine term
becomes smaller.
4.2.5.3 Effects of the wheel inertias
In this section, the effect of the rotation of the wheels around the y axis is studied.
Figure 80 shows the angular momentum of the wheel Hw and the direction of its
derivative as the vehicle follows a circular path. As seen in the figure, the rate of
change of the angular momentum generates a torque around the xb axis that has a
direct effect on the normal forces of the wheels.
Each wheel speed has a different value because, while the vehicle travels along an
arc, each wheel has to travel a different distance. The speed of each wheel, vl and vr
is given by:

















Figure 80: Moment generated by the inertia of the wheels.















The angular momentum of each of the wheels Hw is given by:
~Hl = Iwy · ~ωl
~Hr = Iwy · ~ωr
(126)
The rate of change of the angular momentum of each of the wheels is:
d ~Hl
dt
= ~Ω× Iwy · ~ωl
d ~Hr
dt
= ~Ω× Iwy · ~ωr
(127)










mvg +mg = Nl,wheel +Nr,wheel
(128)
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This component of the normal force becomes more negative at higher speeds,
smaller wheel radius, and smaller curve radius.
4.3 Dynamic simulation of turning motions
Although the preceding results can predict some limits on the operating parameters
of the person-vehicle system, do not take fully take into account the influence of the
feedback controller or the forces between the wheel and the ground. In this section,
the dynamic equations from Chapter 3 are used to simulate turning motions on a
self balancing transporter that can experience wheel slip both in the longitudinal and
transversal direction of the wheel plane.
4.3.1 Simulation Results
A series of left turns (positive yaw rate) were simulated to investigate which combina-
tions of turning rates and forward speeds result in roll instability. These simulations
best describe the turning motion of a Segway by an inexperienced or surprised opera-
tor because the passenger is modeled as a lumped mass on top of the Segway platform.
The turning rate in these simulations was specified as a ramp input in the desired
yaw rate parameter via the yaw angle control law (3). The relation between the han-
dlebar roll angle and the yaw rate was found in previous studies and is reproduced
here in Figure 81 [8]. Recall that on the Segway i2, the desired yaw rate is specified
by the rider through use of the handlebar roll angle. The slope of the input ramp

























Figure 81: Handlebar roll and yaw rate responses during the spinning test [8].
In order to predict whether or not a roll instability will occur during a left turn,
it is necessary to know the magnitude of the normal force between the left wheel and
the ground. This force is given by the following expression:
Fnl = gmw + 0.5gmp − 0.5
{
Ipyβ̇θ̇p + Iwyβ̇θ̇l + Iwyβ̇θ̇r+
2mwrvβ̇ −mpr
[
2xwp sin θpβ̇θ̇p − vβ̇ − xwp cos θpβ̈ − zwp(











cos θpβ̇θ̇p + sin θpβ̈
)
−mpzwp(
vβ̇ + xwp cos θpβ̈ + zwp
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− Ipz (sin θp




2xwp sin θpβ̇θ̇p − vβ̇ − xwp
cos θpβ̈ − zwp
(
4 cos θpβ̇θ̇p + sin θpβ̈
))]}
/w (130)
Contact between the left wheel and the ground is lost when this normal force
decreases to zero.
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v = 1 m/s
v = 2 m/s
v = 3 m/s
v = 4 m/s
v = 5 m/s
Initial pitch = 0°
Desired yaw rate = 1 rad/s
Loss of roll stability
Figure 82: Left wheel-ground normal force at different initial speeds with yaw rate =
1 rad/s.
Figure 82 shows the normal force on the left wheel for different forward speeds
during turns with a desired yaw rate of 1 rad/s. At time zero, the normal force is
the same for all initial speeds. However, as the vehicle turned, the wheel-ground
force decreased. When the initial speed was 3 m/s or higher, the force decreased to
zero in less than 0.13 seconds. The simulation was terminated when this condition
occurred because the contact between the wheel and the ground was lost. When the
transporter experienced a roll instability.
The preceding results are combined in Figure 83. It shows that as the speed
increases, the maximum yaw rate at which the vehicle can turn before rolling is
reduced.
Figure 84 shows the normal force between the left wheel and the ground for left
turns with different desired yaw rates with an initial forward speed of 1 m/s. Roll
instability is not triggered at this speed by turns with desired yaw rates up to 3 rad/s.
However, once the rider tries to turn with a yaw rate of 3.5 rad/s, the roll instability
will occur within about 0.4 seconds.
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Figure 83: Maximum yaw rate before the transporter tips over.























) Yaw rate = 1 rad/s
Yaw rate = 1.5 rad/s
Yaw rate = 2 rad/s
Yaw rate = 2.5 rad/s
Yaw rate = 3 rad/s
Yaw rate = 3.5 rad/s
Initial pitch = 0°
Forward speed = 1 m/s
Loss of roll stability
Figure 84: Left wheel-ground normal force for different yaw rates with forward speed
= 1 m/s.
4.3.2 Experimental Results
High-speed turn testing was conducted using a Segway i2. However, because the
rider knew that a turn was going to occur, they leaned into the turn. The Segway
experienced roll instability during some turning test trials due to the rider overleaning
into the turn. Leaning into the turn was necessary during the experiments to avoid a
serious crash. However, in some cases the rider overcompensated and leaned too far.
Such overleaning to induce roll stability was considered previously in Section 4.2.1.
This resulted in the Segway rolling to the left (into the turn), and the right (outer)
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wheel leaving the ground.
Figure 85 shows the Segway forward speed, yaw rate, and base roll angle during
one such turning experiment. Figure 85(a) shows the Segway traveling 2 m/s when
the turn was initiated at 0.3 seconds. Figure 85(b) shows the yaw rate increasing as
the turn was executed. When the yaw rate reached approximately 3.25 rad/s at 0.7
seconds, the Segway base suddenly rolled to the left. Figure 85(b), also shows the
roll angle of the Segway base during the trial. The sudden increase in roll angle at
0.7 seconds corresponds to the right (outer) wheel leaving the ground.
The yaw rate oscillated as the rider attempted to recover from the instability
while turning on one wheel. In this case, the expert rider was able to recover from
the instability and begin slowing the Segway to a stop. The pair of smaller increases
in roll angle around 1 second correspond to the right wheel bouncing once the Segway
base fell back to the ground.
The results indicate that rider lean has a significant impact on roll instability, and
that the roll instability may occur into or away from the turn, depending on forward
speed, turning rate, and the amount of rider lean. Simulation results show that roll
instability may occur at certain combinations of turning rate and forward speed when
the rider does not lean. On the other hand, experimental results showed cases of the
rider overleaning into the turn, resulting in the Segway rolling into the turn.
When riding a Segway, the rider does not know the vehicle’s forward speed or
turning rate. While it is clear that there is an envelope of roll-stable rider lean and
an appropriate amount of lean could be determined from the vehicle’s forward speed
and desired turning rate, it is up to the rider to estimate an appropriate amount of
lean in real time with no accurate information about the vehicle speed. This can
make it difficult for riders to know how much to lean into a turn without triggering





















(b) Yaw Rate and Roll Angle.
Figure 85: (a) Segway Forward Speed, and (b) Yaw Rate and Base Roll Angle during
one turning test trial.
4.3.3 Real roll-instability accident analysis
Recall that Figures 82 and 84 showed stability failure can occur very quickly once the
vehicle starts to turn. In this section a real accident case is analyzed to determine
the plausibility of these types of accidents occurring so abruptly.
Numerous accidents have been recorded and uploaded to the Internet. The se-
quence of events in one of these accidents [1] is shown in Figure 86. Figure 86(a)
shows the person riding a Segway away from the camera and initiating a turn to the
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left. However, the turning command was too aggressive and the person’s lean into
the turn was insufficient. As a result, the Segway rolls to the right. The moment
it starts tipping is shown in the Figure 86(b). The time interval from the beginning
of the turn and the tipping over is only 0.4s. Figure 86(c) shows that the person
has lost control of the transporter. Finally, Figure 86(d) shows that the person falls
completely off the Segway.
(a) Timestamp = 1.24 s. (b) Timestamp = 1.64 s.
(c) Timestamp = 1.91 s. (d) Timestamp = 2.37 s.
Figure 86: Segway Rolling Instability Incident [1]
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4.4 Summary
This chapter examined the conditions that lead to vehicle lateral roll instability during
turning. The maximum speed of the vehicle during a turning maneuver is limited by
the available cornering forces. The tip-over conditions also depend on the geometrical
characteristics of the vehicle. A wider footprint and a lower center of mass make the
vehicle more stable. These conditions also depend on the posture and the motions of
the rider. If he leans too far or too little into the turn, he might risk falling sideways.
Equations were presented to predict the tip over speed and radius when the person
is either leaning forward or sideways, or both, at the same time. It was also shown
that tip over can be induced more easily when these motions are fast or abrupt.
The wheel inertias also increase the risk of tip-over as the vehicle speed is greater.
Finally, a dynamic model that includes a feedback pitch and yaw control was used to
simulate the tip-over dynamics of a vehicle with mass properties similar to those of
a Segway i2. Both the dynamic model and an accident analysis demonstrated that




The vast majority of research on inverted-pendulum transporters has focused on mo-
tion occurring on flat surfaces. A few previous investigations examined smooth in-
clined planes. This chapter investigates the effects of irregular surfaces by more
thoroughly investigating inclined planes and examining dynamic effects of surface
irregularities such as holes and bumps.
5.1 Traction loss on inclined surfaces
When a vehicle travels uphill on an inclined surface, traction will be reduced. On
an inclined surface the traction force between the wheels and the surface is reduced
because the normal force between them is reduced by a cos θ factor, and the traction
forces depend largely on this normal force. Additionally, there is a component of
the weight force that pushes the system down the inclined plane. This increases the
power demand on the motors to accelerate the machine forward, and up, the incline.
Figure 87 shows a simplified diagram of an inverted-pendulum transporter carrying
a load while traveling on an inclined surface with a slope angle of θs.
Note that this diagram is representative of a photograph shown in one of the
first papers published on wheeled inverted pendulum transporters in 1990 [39]. That
photograph has been reproduced here in Figure 88. Even though the concern for
operation on inclined planes was expressed in this very early paper, there are still
important questions about performance limitations on sloped surfaces. The remainder
of this section seeks to fill in knowledge gaps in this area.
A simple analysis can show the effect of the inclination of the surface on the






Figure 87: Diagram of transporter traveling uphill.
modeled as a vertical force acting on the wheel hubs with a magnitude equal to the
sum of the weight of the vehicle and the weight of the rider. A free body diagram of
the wheel is shown in Figure 89.
The x-axis is defined parallel to the inclined surface, while the the y-axis is per-
pendicular to it. Balancing the forces in both directions yields:
ΣFx = (m+mv)ax (131)
f − (m+mv)g sin θs = (m+mv)ax
ΣFy = 0 (132)
N − (m+mv)g cos θs = 0
If the acceleration along the inclined plane is set to zero, then the relations above
can be solved for the minimum friction coefficient required for the vehicle to maintain
traction:
f > (m+mv)g sin θs (133)
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Figure 89: Simplified analysis
If it is assumed that the traction force is represented by:
f = µN (134)
Substituting (134) into (133) yields:
µN > (m+mv)g sin θs (135)
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Solving (132) for N and substituting into (135) gives the relation between the
minimum required friction coefficient as a function of the incline angle θs:
µ(m+mv)g cos θs ≥ (m+mv)g sin θs (136)
µ ≥ tan θs (137)
Equation (137) is plotted in Figure 90.























Figure 90: Minimum friction coefficient as a function of the slope angle.




− g sin θs (138)




− g sin θs (139)
Substituting the normal force found in (132) produces an expression for the max-
imum achievable acceleration of the vehicle, for a given slope angle θs, and friction
coefficient µ:
ax,max = µg cos θs − g sin θs (140)
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Equation (140) indicates that the capacity of the vehicle to accelerate is reduced
in two different ways. The first term shows that the friction force is reduced as
a result of a smaller normal force as the angle of the slope increases. The second
term shows a reduction in the possible acceleration resulting from the presence of the
weight component in the direction of the inclined plane that pushes the vehicle down
the plane. In order to compare these two effects over a wide range a relatively high
coefficient of friction of 0.8 is assumed. Figure 91 shows the gravity component along
the plane, the traction force, and the total possible acceleration as a function of the
inclination angle of the plane. A negative total acceleration means that despite the
traction force attempting to drive the vehicle up, it will slide down due to its own
weight. This situation is inevitable above angles of 40◦.





















Force on the plane
Slipping region
Figure 91: Total available vehicle acceleration at different slopes.
This analysis shows that there is a fundamental limit to the steepness of the
surface that a vehicle can climb. This limit is obviously dependent on the traction
characterstics between the wheel and the ground. Furthermore, even on surfaces with
a relatively high coefficient of friction, such as values near 1, a vehicle cannot climb
slopes with angles significantly greater than 40◦.
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5.1.1 Inclined surface with tilting body
In order to operate inverted-pendulum transporters, the rider must lean forward and
backward. Therefore, let us consider a vehicle climbing up a slope where the body
can lean forward or backwards with a lean angle of θp. Matsumoto et. al. developed
equations of motion for this system assuming that the wheels do not slip [58]. These
are:
(mH2cm + I)θ̈p + [mrHcm cos(θp + θs)]
ax
r
−mHcmg sin θp = −τ (141a)





−mrHcm sin(θp + θs)θ̈2p + (m+mv)rg sin θs = τ
where θs is the slope angle, I is the inertia of the body, Iv is the moment of inertia
of the wheels, and τ is the torque of the motors.
If the derivatives with respect to time are set to zero, then the following relations
are obtained:
τeq = mHcmg sin θp (142)
τeq = (m+mv)rg sin θs (143)
These equations show that for a given slope angle, the vehicle can only be in static
equilibrium when the body is leaned forward to a specific angle. Similarly, the motor
torque required to stabilize the position is determined by the slope angle. Therefore,
for a given slope θs the minimum torque required to climb the surface is that given








By replacing the mass ratio by λm and the height-to-radius ratio by λh as in














Using the parameters from Table 3, which lists the mass and inertia parameters of
a Segway i2 with an average operator, the minimum torque required to climb a slope
can be calculated using (143). The variation of the required torque with respect to
the slope angle is shown in Figure 92. Note that large values of slope incline require
unrealistically large values for the wheel-slope coefficient of friction. Therefore, the
range of slope angles has been limited to a realistic range.













Figure 92: Minimum torque vs slope angle.
Equation (144) gives the corresponding body lean angle as a function of the slope.
This is plotted in Figure 93. Once again, the range shown has been limited to realistic
values of the coefficient of friction.
5.1.2 Conditions for maintaining balance
When the required traction force is greater than what the surface can provide, wheel
slipping can occur. Two ways in which the available traction can be reduced is by
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Figure 93: Body lean angle required for static equilibrium.
reducing the normal force or by reducing the coefficient of friction. Consider the
system from the previous section where the traction force between the wheel and the
ground is directed upwards along the inclined surface.
By performing a balance of moments on the wheel, as was shown in Figure 89,
and assuming that the traction force is limited by the available coefficient of friction
µ, we obtain:
τ = f · r (146)
τ = µNr (147)
τ = µ(m+mv)rg cos θs (148)
At the same time, the torque required to maintain the body from falling is:
τ = mgHcm sin θp (149)
As evidenced by the sine term in this relation, as the center of mass of the body
moves forward from the wheel, the torque increases.
Combining the relations above yields the following expression for the minimum
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Figure 94: Requiered traction coefficient to maintain body balance











For a Segway i2, this relation is approximately:
µ = 3.2305 sin θp (Segway i2 horizontal) (152)
Figure 94 shows the required friction coefficient to keep the pendulum body in
static equilibrium while the vehicle is at rest or the wheel is rotating at constant
speed. Note that as the body leans forward, the required traction between the wheel
and ground increases. If sufficient traction is unavailable, then the wheel slips and
accelerates. If the wheel cannot spin any faster and the torque is not enough to keep
the body upright, then it will fall forward.
Given that real surfaces can provide a limited amount of traction, the available
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torque can be reduced considerably. This effect is shown in Figure 95 for three values
of µ. Similarly, the equilibrium angle for the pendulum is reduced, as shown in Figure
96.



















Figure 95: Minimum torque vs slope angle and available torque at different friction
coefficients.




















Figure 96: Body lean angle required for static equilibrium of the pendulum.
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Figure 97: Vehicle traveling perpendicular to an inclined surface
5.2 Lateral static stability on an inclined surface
An inclined surface can also generate a roll instability condition when the vehicle
travels in a direction transverse to the incline of the plane. The most critical case is
when the direction of travel is perpendicular to the slope. Such scenario when a rider
is turning in a circle is illustrated in Figure 97. A perspective view is shown in Figure
98. The scenario considered in this section is when the vehicle is in position I, at the
bottom of the turning circle.
5.2.1 Constant uniform speed
First, the case where the vehicle travels in a straight line is considered. This scenario
is shown in Figure 99. Following a similar procedure to Section 4.1, the normal forces

























Figure 98: Vehicle traveling perpendicular to an inclined surface - top view
mvg
N l







Figure 99: Free body diagrams during a straight line motion on an inclined plane.
where Nlv and Nrv are the forces between the wheels and the ground.
















Note that as the slope angle θs increases, both Nrv and Nr decrease. By setting
Nr = 0 the following relationship for the critical slope angle at which the person is





This equation shows that the person will remain stable on the vehicle at higher
slope angles when the distance between the rider’s feet is larger or when the rider’s
















Figure 100: Maximum slope angle vs center of mass width to height ratio.
In a similar manner, setting Nrv = 0 produces the following relationship:
tan θs =
d(m+mv)
2[m(Hcm + r) +mvr]
(158)
This expression can be rearranged by dividing both the numerator and denomi-











. In this expression, the denominator is the height measured from
the wheel axis at which the center of mass of the person-vehicle system is located.
The stability is increased when the distance between the wheels increases. However,
it is reduced as the height of the center of mass of the system is increased. The center
of mass can be lowered by making the vehicle heavier in relation to the person or by
reducing the height of the wheels. Of course, decreasing wheel size has the drawback
of making the machine more sensitive to bumps.
If the parameters from Table 3 are substituted into (157) and (158), then they
predict that the maximum slope before the person loses balance is 6.73◦, while the
maximum slope before the vehicle loses balance (assuming its payload is firmly at-
tached) is 14.56◦. This means that a vehicle with these parameters is very limited
in its maneuverability while traveling along a line perpendicular to the direction of
greatest ascent. To improve the stability margin, the rider needs to lean into the
slope. However, such inward leaning has the drawback of increasing the chances of
wheel slip down the plane, as a result of a reduction in the normal force in the outside
wheel, and hence, a reduction in the traction force.
5.2.2 Roll stability turning at constant speed on an inclined plane
Now consider the case when the vehicle is turning while on an inclined plane. Assume
the vehicle is following a circular path at speed v with its center of curvature located
at a distance rg up the inclined surface, as was illustrated in Figure 98. Figure 101
shows free body diagrams indicating the forces acting on both the person and the
vehicle.
The normal forces were found by following a similar procedure to the one followed




















































































Note that the forces on the right foot and right wheel are reduced as the turning
speed is increased or as the turning radius is decreased. A more convenient way to
express these equations is by grouping the gravity terms together. For instance, the
















The inclined plane effectively redistributes part of the weight from the support
higher on the plane to the the support on the downhill side. The second term is the
effect that the turning motion has on reducing the normal force on the right foot (the
foot higher up the incline). The maximum turning speed before the operator looses
right-foot support is obtained by setting (164) equal to zero:
vperson =
√
(b cos θs − 2Hcm sin θs) rgg
2Hcm
(165)
This expression has a similar form to that of (39), which gives the maximum
vehicle turning speed during a turn before tipping over. Note that the numerator
becomes zero when the slope angle is equal to the angle found in (157). By defining:
b(θs) = b cos θs − 2Hcm sin θs (166)






Both of the terms in b(θs) decrease with increasing slope angle. Therefore, the
maximum turning speed is reduced by an increasing slope.
Another way of expressing the maximum speed can be obtained by recognizing
that the term multiplying cos θs is the same one found in (157). If we define θcr as
the maximum admissible slope at static conditions, then (165) becomes:
vperson =
√
(tan θcr cos θs − sin θs) rgg (168)









d(θs) = d cos θs − 2Hcm,global sin θs (170)
Note that d(θs) becomes zero at the angle found in (158).
Performing this type of turning motion transverse to an incline is only possible
when there is enough traction available. By balancing forces along the radial direction,
a relation between the slope angle, the coefficient of friction, turning speed, and
turning radius was found to be:
v2
r
= µg cos θs − g sin θs (171)
In order for the turning motion to be possible without wheel slip, the coefficient
of friction must meet the following constraint:
µ ≥ tan θs (172)
Using real parameter estimates in (157) and (158), it was found that the maximum
slope before the person loses balance is 6.73◦ while the maximum slope before the
vehicle loses balance (assuming its payload is firmly attached) is 14.6◦. This means
that a vehicle with these parameters is very limited in its maneuverability while
traveling along a line perpendicular to the direction of greatest ascent. Therefore, the
rider needs to lean into the slope in order to improve stability.
An example case of a 1 meter radius turn is examined. Compared to the static
case without a turning motion, the admissible slope angle is limited even for speeds
below 2 m/s. As in previous cases, the maximum speed at which the person remains
stable with respect to the vehicle is smaller than the speed at which the vehicle can
remain stable.
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At a slope angle of above 6.73◦ the maximum speed is zero for the person to remain
stable. Meanwhile, the maximum speed for the vehicle to remain stable is zero at slope
angles above 14.6◦. This matches what was found in the previous section. Figure 102
shows the maximum turning speed before the vehicle and the rider loses balance.



















Figure 102: Slope angle limits for a 1 m radius turn.
5.2.3 Leaning while turning at a constant speed
In this section, the case where the rider leans into the slope with an angle θb with
respect to the vehicle is studied. This situation is illustrated in Figure 103.
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Figure 103: Vehicle traveling perpendicular to an inclined surface with payload tilting.
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(176)
The parameters in Table 3 for the Segway i2 were substituted into (175) and
(176) to estimate the maximum leaning angle for each slope angle at which these
forces become zero and to estimate a permissible leaning angle range. Figure 104
shows the maximum and minimum leaning angle while doing turns flat ground (0◦)
and a 15◦ slope. In the figure, the lighter colors refer to the case where the slope

























Figure 104: Lean limits at which normal forces become zero at different slopes.
the zero normal force surfaces towards larger angles of lean into the incline slope. In
other words, both the minimum and maximum leaning angle required for stability
increase with slope angle.
Figure 105 shows the leaning angle required when the turn has a 1m radius.
Note that as the slope angle is increased, both the minimum and maximum leaning
angle required for lateral stability increase, as explained above. In addition, the
difference between the maximum and minimum leaning angle is reduced as the speed
is increased.
Figure 106 shows a plot of the margin between the maximum and minimun angle
at different slope angles. In both the 0◦ and 15◦ slope cases, the margin is reduced as
the speed increases. In addition, the margin is reduced as the slope increases. This
means that the user loses some permissible leaning range in order to keep the vehicle
laterally stable when the surface is more inclined. At the higher range of achievable
operating speeds, the rider lean angle margin is approximately 12◦. Therefore, the












0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Speed (m/s)
Minimum tilt angle 0°
Maximum tilt angle 0°
Minimum tilt angle 15°
Maximum tilt angle 15°
Figure 105: Tilting limits at which normal forces become zero at different slopes for
a 1 m turn.





























Figure 107: Geometric description of an irrregular surface
5.3 Geometrical description of general irregular surfaces
In order to extend the analysis to more complex surfaces beyond those with a constant
slope angle, a general surface description can be defined by joining constant slope
surface profiles of different slope angles with surface arcs of a prescribed radius and
arc length. Such a generic surface profile is illustrated in Figure 107.
The arc surface irregularity has a radius rs that encompasses an angle ∆θ. The
surface slope at one end is θs1 and θs2 at the other end. A surface irregularity can
be classified as convex or concave. In a convex surface irregularity the surface center
of curvature is below the “ground.” This type of irregularity is also referred to as a
“bump.” Meanwhile, in a concave surface irregularity, the surface center of curvature
is above the surface. This type of irregularity constitutes a “hole.”
Figure 108 shows a wheel of radius rw traveling over a bump. The wheel axis
follows the dashed path, which has a radius rs + rw. The distance traveled by the
wheel center, assuming it is going from left to right, is given by d = (rs + rw)∆θ.
Note that in this type of surface, according to the convention implicit in Figure 108,
the angle θs increases as the wheel moves to the right once the wheel is on the bump.
Figure 109 shows a wheel of radius rw traveling through a hole. The wheel axis
follows the dashed path, which has a radius rs − rw. The distance traveled by the
wheel center, assuming it is going from left to right, is given by d = (rs − rw)∆θ.
In this type of surface, according to the convention implicit in Figure 109, the slope
angle decreases as the wheel moves to the right.
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Figure 109: Geometric description of concave ”hole” surface irregularity
5.4 Non dynamic analysis of a transporter going over a
surface irregularity
5.4.1 Convex surfaces (bumps)
In this section the effect of traveling over a bump at a constant speed is studied.
Figure 110 shows a transporter traveling over a bump with a constant curvature. It
is assumed that the body of the person is static and vertical and that the vehicle



















Figure 111: Coordinate system for a transporter on an inclined surface.
the center of curvature of the surface. The distance between the origin and the body
center of mass is rb, the surface radius is rs, and the wheel axis path has a radius
of rp. The distance between the wheel axis and the center of mass of the person is
Hcm. Figure 111 shows the coordinate axes xs, which is tangent to the surface at the
contact point between the wheel at the ground. Axis zs is perpendicular to xs.
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The location of the wheel axis, rw/o, the relative position of the body with respect
to the wheel axis rb/w, and the position of the body with respect to the origin rb/o
are:
~rw/o = (rs + rw)~zs (177)
~rb/w = rb~zN = Hcm(sin θs~xs + cos θs~zs) (178)
~rb/o = rw/o + rb/w (179)
The angular speed of the slope frame, ~ωs is:
~ωs = θ̇s~ys (180)
If the wheel axis travels at a constant speed v, then the angular speed of the slope





The acceleration of the axis of the wheel, ~av is:
~av = ~ωs × ( ~ωs × ~rw/o) (182)
= −(rs + rw)θ̇s
2
~zs (183)
At the same time, the acceleration of the center of mass of the rider, ~ab is
~ab = ~ωs × ( ~ωs × ~rb/o) (184)
= −Hcm sin θsθ̇s
2
~xs − (rs + rw +Hcm cos θs)θ̇s
2
~zs (185)
By balancing forces between the body and the vehicle, the following relations are
found:
~F − ~Fg,b = mb~ab (186)
−~F − ~Fg,v + ~N = mv~av (187)
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where ~F is the force vector between the vehicle and the body, ~Fg,b and ~Fg,v are the
weight of the person and the vehicle, and ~N is the force between the wheel and the
ground.
By solving the above system of equations, the normal force between the vehicle
and the ground, Nz, is:
Nz = (mb +mv)g cos θs − [mb(Hcm cos θs + rs + rw) +m(rs + rw)]θ̇s
2
(188)
The expression θ̇s can be rewritten as
v
rs+rw
, which results in:




















Note that the sign of the coefficient of the cosine term depends on the rate of
change of the slope. This will influence whether the normal force will reach a maxi-
mum or a minimum at θs = 0.
The coefficient of the cosine term is positive when (given v > 0 and rs > 0)





The parameters from Table 3 where substituted into (189) to study the behavior
of the normal force under different surface radii, slope angles, and vehicle speeds.
Figure 112 shows the normal force when traveling at 1 m/s at three different
surface curvature radii ri. As the machine travels over the surface, the slope angle
changes along the horizontal axis of the graph. Note that for this speed and surface
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Figure 112: Effect of bump radius at 1 m/s.
the slope angle is too large at any point along the bump, then the vehicle can lose
contact with the ground. For the vehicle to remain in contact with the ground, the
slope angles should not go beyond the range where the normal force is greater than
zero. As the surface radius is increased, the normal force increases as well, but in all
cases, the normal force is reduced when compared to the weight of the vehicle. This
increases the risk of the wheels slipping relative to the ground.
Figure 113 shows the effect of increasing the speed. Note that as the speed is
increased, the range of slopes for which the normal force is greater than zero is
reduced. This means that as the vehicle goes faster, the risk of jumping off the
ground when encountering a bump is increased.
Figure 114 shows the combination of surface slope angles and surface radius at
which the normal force becomes zero at different vehicle speeds. As the slope angle
becomes more positive or negative, the minimum surface radius to keep the normal
force above zero increases. An increase in the speed of the vehicle also has the effect of
increasing the minimum required surface radius to maintain contact with the ground.
Figure 115 shows the maximum speed that the vehicle can travel at each slope
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v = 0.75 m/s
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v = 2 m /s
Figure 114: Minimum surface radius for each slope angle to maintain contact with
the ground at different speeds.
reduced. At the same time, an increase in the surface radius allows the vehicle to go
over a bump at greater speeds without losing contact with the ground.
The behavior of the normal force with respect to the slope angle will show a
maximum or a minimum depending on the sign of the cosine term in (190). The
cosine term is positive if the condition in (191) is met and negative if not. A positive
cosine term means the normal force will have a maximum with respect to the slope
angle. Figure 116 shows the combinations of speeds and surface radii at which the
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Figure 115: Maximum speed for each slope angle to maintain contact with the ground
at different surface radii.

















Figure 116: Sign of the coefficient of the cosine term in the normal force.
A special case of a convex surface is when the initial slope angle is θs = 0. This is
the case where the vehicle initially travels on a flat ground and suddenly finds itself on
a downhill slope surface. In such surfaces there is a risk that the sudden drop in the
ground will cause the vehicle wheel to lose ground. Figure 117 shows the maximum
speed at which the vehicle can travel at each surface radius (or the minimum surface
radius for each speed) without losing contact with the ground. For a surface radius of
rs = 0 the maximum speed is 0.7489. Even though a real vehicle might not actually
lose contact with the ground at these conditions because of the wheel elasticity, the
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Figure 118: Vehicle going over a hole
normal force can be greatly reduced and make wheel slipping a significant risk.
5.4.2 Concave surfaces (holes)
Figure 118 shows a vehicle going through a hole. In this figure the parameters are
virtually the same as specified in the previous section. However, note that in the
distance between the wheel axis and the center of curvature of the surface is now
rs − rw
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Figure 119: Sign of the coefficient of the cosine term in the normal force.
For this case, the normal force between the vehicle and the ground becomes:
Nz = (mb +mv)g cos θs − [mb(Hcm cos θs + rw − rs) +m(rw − rs)]θ̇s
2
(192)
In a hole, the cosine term is positive when (given v > 0 and rs > 0):





Figure 119 shows the sign of the coefficient of the cosine term in (192)for given
speeds and surface radii. This curve is translated downwards with respect to the
corresponding one for a hole presented above in Figure 116.
Figure 120 shows the normal force between the vehicle and the ground as a function
of the slope angle at different surface radius for a vehicle going through a hole at 1
m/s. As the surface radius becomes smaller, the maximum force is reduced, even
becoming zero for a radius of 0.45 m for a significant range of slope angles because
the vehicle ”flys” over the hole.
Figure 121 shows the normal force going through a hole with a surface radius
of 1 m at different speeds. As the speed is increased, the normal force is reduced,
increasing the risk of the vehicle losing contact with the ground.
Figure 122 shows the minimum surface radius at each slope angle required to
maintain the normal force above zero. As in the case of a bump, the required surface
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Figure 121: Effect of speed going through a hole with a surface radius of 1 m.
Figure 123 shows the maximum speed allowed at each surface radius in order to
maintain contact with the ground. The maximum speed is significantly reduced as
the radius of the hole is reduced.
5.4.3 Special case: when the hole surface radius is smaller than the wheel
radius
When the radius of the hole is smaller than the radius of the wheel it is impossible for
the wheel to maintain single-point contact with the ground. A wheel going through
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Figure 122: Minimum surface radius for each slope angle required to maintain contact
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Figure 123: Maximum speed for each slope angle to maintain contact with the ground
at different surface radii.
the path followed by the wheel axes experiences an instantaneous change in the slope
angle upward as the wheel hits the bottom of the hole.
In this section, the special case where the initial slope is zero is examined. This
is the equivalent to encountering a rectangular bump if the initial slope angle is zero
and the final slope angle is -90◦. The wheel axis initially follows a horizontal path
until the wheel makes contact with the edge of the bump. Then, it follows the same
path as if it was following a convex circular surface with an initial slope θs0. The
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Figure 125: Geometric description of bump as a slope
step hight is called “equivalent step height.” When it finishes climbing the bump, the
slope becomes zero. This is shown in Figure 125.






If the vehicle is traveling at speed v0 when it encounters a rectangular bump, then
it will be assumed that this is the same speed at which it will begin to follow the
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Figure 126: Equivalent inital slope angle for a rectangular bump.


















Figure 127: Maximum speed allowed at each equivalent initial slope angle.
circular path of radius rw around the edge of the step. Equation (189) can be used
to determine whether the vehicle can climb the step without losing contact with the
ground or if it will jump into the air as indicated by a normal force equal to zero.
Figure 126 shows the equivalent slope angle for each step height for the wheel of
a Segway i2.
Figure 127 shows the maximum speed allowed for the vehicle to climb a step with a
specified initial slope angle. If the speed is above this maximum, then the vehicle will
jump off the top of the step. It is important to note that this curve is undetermined
at an initial slope of zero.
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Figure 128: Maximum speed allowed at each step height.
Figure 127 can be plotted against the equivalent step height as defined in Figure
125. Figure 128 shows the maximum speed allowed for the vehicle to climb a step as
a function of the height of the step. If the speed is above this maximum, the vehicle
will jump off the step. This curve is also undetermined at a step height of zero.
5.5 Dynamic simulations of irregular surfaces
In order to examine the pitch stability of the vehicle, the slip behavior, and the speed
response, it is necessary to perform dynamic simulations of holes and bumps. In this
section, a dynamic model is presented and used to simulate the vehicle going over
inclined surfaces, holes, and bumps.
The dynamic equations of motion, considering travel in the x-direction parallel to








−mp(xwp sin(θp)− zwp cos(θp))(v̇x) +mp(xwp cos(θp)vx + zwp sin(θp)vx)(θ̇s)
+Tl + Tr −mpg(xwp cos(θp + θs) + zwp sin(θp + θs))
(195)
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−2Iy sin(θs)(θ̇s)(θ̇w)/(r cos(θs)2) + 2Iy(v̇s)/(r2 cos(θs)2)
+(Tl + Tr)/(r cos(θs))− 2Iy(v̇x)/(r2 cos(θs)2)
−Fx,l − Fx,r − 2Iy sin(θs)(θ̇s)2/(r cos(θs)2)
(196)
mp(zwp cos(θp)− xwp sin(θp)− tan(θs)(xwp cos(θp) + zwp sin(θp)))(θ̈p)
+(−mp(xwp sin(θp)− zwp cos(θp))− tan(θs)(mp cos(θp)xwp
+mp sin(θp)zwp))(θ̈s) + 2Iy sin(θs)(θ̇s)(θ̇w)/(r cos(θs)
2)
−2Iy(v̇s)/(r2 cos(θs)2) + (mp + 2mw + 2Iy/(r2 cos(θs)2))(v̇x)
+(−mp(xwp cos(θp) + zwp sin(θp))− tan(θs)(mp cos(θp)zwp
−mp sin(θp)xwp))(θ̇p)2 + (−mp(2xwp cos(θp) + 2zwp sin(θp))
− tan(θs)(2mp cos(θp)zwp− 2mp sin(θp)xwp))(θ̇s)(θ̇p)
+(2Iy sin(θs)/(r cos(θs)
2)−mp(xwp cos(θp) + zwp sin(θp))
− tan(θs)(mp cos(θp)zwp−mp sin(θp)xwp))(θ̇s)2
− tan(θs)(mp + 2mw)vx(θ̇s)− (Tl + Tr)/(r cos(θs))
(197)
5.5.1 Constant slope
5.5.1.1 Effect of initial pitch angle
Figure 129 shows the effect of different initial pitch angles when encountering a sloped
surface with a constant slope angle. Figure 129(a) shows the cases for downhill slopes
and Figure 129(b) shows the cases for uphill surfaces. The simulations were stopped
when the pitch angle reached 60◦ because transporters cannot recover from these
conditions.
For positive slope angles (downhill) a positive pitch angle (forward leaning) makes
the vehicle more prone to instability. This is evidenced by the θp = 10
◦ and θp = 20
◦
curves on Figure 129(a). Similarly, Figure 129(b) shows that leaning backwards
reduces the stability of the vehicle when going uphill.
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(a) Positive slope angle.





































(b) Negative slope angle.
Figure 129: Effect of initial pitch angle when going over constant slope surfaces -
Pitch response.
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Figure 130 shows the speed response after the vehicle is given an initial pitch angle.
Figure 130(a) shows the speed when going up an inclined surface. Going downhill, a
forward leaning angle causes the speed to increase dramatically. Such an aggressive
acceleration is what cases the pitch angle in Figure 129(a) to decrease very rapidly
and eventually causes the vehicle to fall backward before the controller is able to slow
down the base. On the other hand, when going uphill, if the vehicle pitch angle is
too negative, then the speed is significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 130(b). This
causes the vehicle to fall forward too quickly before the controller is able to speed up
the vehicle. Note that in both cases, after the initial increase or decrease in speed,
the vehicle attempts to slow down/speed up but fails to do so until the simulation is
stopped by reaching an extreme pitch angle.
Figure 131 shows the normal force between the vehicle and the ground. In Figure
131(a) the downhill case is shown. Note that when the pitch angle reaches a value
around -20◦ the normal force decreases significantly. In the uphill case, shown in
Figure 131(b), the same occurs when the pitch angle goes past approximately 20◦.
Figure 132 shows the slip ratio for both the uphill and downhill cases. Note that
for the cases where the pitch angle became unstable, the slip ratio was also greater.
As the normal force is reduced when the pitch angle goes beyond a certain limit,
the traction force is reduced. This effect makes the vehicle unable to accelerate or
deccelerate effectively. The moment when the slip ratio becomes unstable in Figure
132(a) is the same moment at which the speed stops decreasing in Figure 130(a).
Similarly, the vehicle stops accelerating as shown in Figure 130(b) when the slip ratio
becomes unstable in Figure 132(b).
5.5.1.2 Effect of initial speed
Figure 133(a) shows the speed response of the vehicle after releasing it on an inclined
surface at an initial pitch angle of 5◦, but with different initial speeds. Figure 133(a)
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(a) Positive slope angle.



































(b) Negative slope angle.
Figure 130: Effect of initial pitch angle when going over constant slope surfaces -
Speed response.
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(a) Positive slope angle.






































(b) Negative slope angle.
Figure 131: Effect of initial pitch angle when going over constant slope surfaces -
Normal force.
shows the case where the slope angle is positive or downhill, while Figure 133(b)
shows the negative slope angle case. In all cases, the only effect of changing the speed
was to translate the response without changing its shape. There was no visible effect
on either the pitch angle response, the normal force, or the slip ratio. Because of this,
these data are omitted.
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(a) Positive slope angle.
































(b) Negative slope angle.
Figure 132: Effect of initial pitch angle when going over constant slope surfaces - Slip
ratio.
5.5.1.3 Effect of slope angle
The vehicle was simulated going uphill and downhill at both positive and negative
pitch angles and different surface angles. Figure 134 shows the pitch response of the
vehicle. Figure 134(a) shows the case where the vehicle is leaning forward and Figure
134(b) when it is initially leaning backwards.
When the vehicle leans forward it remains stable for slope angles less than 10◦.
The pitch angle shows less variation at more negative slope angles. This means that
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(a) Positive slope angle

























(b) Negative slope angle
Figure 133: Effect of initial speed when going over constant slope surfaces -Speed
response.
pitching forward makes the vehicle more stable when climbing up a slope.
On the other hand, when the vehicle leans backwards at an angle of -10◦ the
vehicle becomes unstable when the slope angle is more negative. This means that
leaning backwards is beneficial when going down a slope (positive slope angle), but
detrimental when going uphill.
Figure 135 shows the speed response of the vehicle for different slope angles and
constant initial pitch angle of 10◦ and -10◦ and speed of 3 m/s. The behavior shown
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(a) Positive pitch angle.




































(b) Negative pitch angle.
Figure 134: Effect of slope angle when going over constant slope surfaces - Pitch
response.
here is similar to the one exhibited in the previous section. When the vehicle pitch
angle goes past an angle of approximately -20◦ for a downhill slope of 20◦ it was
unable to continue reducing the speed as needed to maintain balance. This is shown
in Figure 135(a). A similar behavior is shown for the case of an uphill slope of -20◦
when the pitch angle goes past 20◦, but the vehicle is unable to accelerate, as shown
in Figure 135(b).
Figure 136 shows the normal force between the vehicle and the ground. Similar to
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(a) Positive pitch angle.

































(b) Negative pitch angle.
Figure 135: Effect of slope angle when going over constant slope surfaces - Speed
response.
what was observed in the previous section, when the pitch angle goes past a certain
limit there is an abrupt reduction in the normal force between the vehicle and the
ground for the cases when the vehicle went unstable.
Figure 137 shows again that this reduction in the normal force produces a marked
increase in the wheel slip ratio, as shown in both Figure 137(a) and Figure 137(b).
This is the reason why the vehicle was unable to accelerate as needed in order to
preserve the pitch stability.
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(a) Positive pitch angle.






































(b) Negative pitch angle.
Figure 136: Effect of slope angle when going over constant slope surfaces - Normal
force.
5.5.2 Non constant slope
The vehicle was simulated while going over bump and holes. These surfaces have a
specified initial slope angle, and surface radius. First, the results for when the vehicle
goes over a hole are presented. Then, the results when the vehicle goes through a
bump-like surface are presented.
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(a) Positive pitch angle.

































(b) Negative pitch angle.
Figure 137: Effect of slope angle when going of over constant slope surfaces - Slip
ratio.
5.5.2.1 Holes
The vehicle was simulated going through a 0.5 m radius hole with initial and final
slope angles of 45◦ and -45◦ at different initial speeds starting from level ground with
a slope of 0◦. The vehicle was initially in a balanced position with a pitch angle of
0◦.
Figure 138 shows the pitch response of the vehicle. At low speeds, the pitch
initially decreases, but the vehicle is able to regain balance. At 3 m/s and 5 m/s the
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Figure 138: Pitch response while going through a hole at different speeds.




























Figure 139: Speed response while going through a hole at different speeds.
simulation was stopped because the vehicle lost contact with the ground very rapidly.
Interestingly, the amplitude of the pitch oscillation is larger at smaller speeds for the
cases where contact with the ground was not lost. The simulation stopped sooner for
the 5 m/s case than for the 3 m/s case.
Figure 139 shows the speed response at different initial speeds. Initially all the
responses look quite similar except that they are translated in the vertical direction.
The 0.5 m/s case shows a larger variation in speed as time progresses than the 1 m/s.
Figure 140 shows the normal force for all four cases. The 3 m/s and 5 m/s cases
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Figure 140: Normal force while going through a hole at different speeds.




























Figure 141: Slip ratio while going through a hole at different speeds.
show that the normal force very quickly drops below zero. This means that the vehicle
is unable to travel on the ground following the surface of the hole, but instead, it flies
off the edge shortly after entering it.
Figure 141 shows the slip ratio. The large variation in the pitch and speed of the
0.5 m/s case causes the vehicle to slip at around the 2.5 s mark. However, it was able
to recover from the wheel-slip condition.
The vehicle was also simulated going at 1 m/s through a 0.5 m radius hole with
slope angles of 45◦ and -45◦ at different initial pitch angles. Figure 142 shows the
pitch response when the initial pitch angle is -10◦, 0◦ and 10◦. It shows that leaning
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Figure 142: Pitch response while going through a hole at different pitch angles.
forward (10◦) reduces the ability of the vehicle to go through the hole. In fact, in this
case the simulation was stopped because the vehicle lost contact with the ground. For
the initial pitch angle of 0◦, the vehicle was able to remained balance for the whole
duration of the simulation. However, for the leaning back case (-10◦) the vehicle was
able to stabilize itself only until the 3 second mark, where the pitch angle became
unstable.
Figure 143 shows the speed response for each case. The further forward the vehicle
leaned, the more it accelerated towards the hole and reached it at a higher speed.
The combination of high speed and pitch angle cause the vehicle to lose contact with
the ground in the 10◦ case. For the -10◦, the vehicle took longer to go through the
hole and it lost stability when it climbed out of it at around the 3.2 second mark.
Figure 144 shows that at the 3.2 second mark the normal force reaches one of its
minimum values and it is at this time where the slip ratio also increased dramatically,
as seen in Figure 145.
5.5.2.2 Bumps
The vehicle was also simulated going over bump surfaces with a radius of 0.5 m and
45◦ angles at the edges at different speeds. Figure 146 shows the pitch response of
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Figure 143: Speed response while going through a hole at different pitch angles.




































Figure 144: Normal force while going through a hole at different pitch angles.
the vehicle. The vehicle was only able to go over the bump without losing contact
with the ground, incurring high wheel slip or losing balance, when the speed was 0.5
m/s. Higher speeds caused the vehicle to pitch over or jump off the bump.
The speed response is shown in Figure 147. Figure 148 shows the normal force
between the vehicle and the ground. The force dropped below zero immediately at
the beginning for the 3 m/s and 5 m/s cases. This means that the vehicle jumped
off the surface immediately after hitting the bump and this is why it is not shown in
the plots.
Figure 149 shows the slip ratio. The data show that the 1 m/s case experienced a
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Figure 145: Slip ratio while going through a hole at different pitch angles.





























Figure 146: Pitch response while going over a bump at different speeds.
very large wheel slip that caused the vehicle to lose balance, as was shown in Figure
146.
The effect of different initial pitch angles was also studied. Figure 150 shows the
responses going at 1 m/s and with initial pitch angles of 0, 10◦ and -10◦. The 0◦ pitch
case lost balance after 1 second by falling forward after hitting the bump. Meanwhile
the 10◦ lost contact with the ground before the 1 second mark. The -10◦ case was
able to balance itself throughout the motion over the bump. These results clearly
demonstrate the value of leaning backward just before hitting a bump.
The speed behavior of the vehicle is shown in Figure 151. It shows that the
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Figure 147: Speed response while going over a bump at different speeds.
































Figure 148: Normal force while going over a bump at different speeds.
more negative the initial pitch angle, the more the vehicle reduces its speed when
encountering the bump. This helps the vehicle maintain its stability
The normal force is shown in Figure 152. When the initial pitch angle was 10◦,
the vehicle lost contact with the ground, as a result of hitting the bump at a higher
speed than the other two cases.
Figure 153 shows the slip ratio. The responses that for the 0◦ case, after the vehicle
starts leaning forward around the 0.4 second mark, the machine starts accelerating
in order to regain balance. However, it is unable to do so, and at the 1 second mark,
the slip ratio increases dramatically. As a result, the wheel slip significantly reduces
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Figure 149: Slip ratio while going over a bump at different speeds.


































Figure 150: Pitch response while going over a bump at different initial pitch angles.
the ability of the vehicle to accelerate.
5.6 Summary
This chapter presented the effect of several types of non-flat surfaces on the stability
of wheeled inverted pendulum vehicles. It was shown that an increasing slope an-
gle requires a larger coefficient of friction for the vehicle to be able to climb and a
larger pitch angle for the vehicle to achieve, at least, static equilibrium. It becomes
physically impossible for a vehicle to climb a slope above 40◦. The vehicle stability
is also reduced laterally when traveling transverse on an inclined plane and is further
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Figure 151: Speed response while going over a bump at different initial pitch angles.



































Figure 152: Normal force while going over a bump at different initial pitch angles.
reduced as the ratio between the height of the center of mass of the wheels and the
separation between the wheels increases. A geometrical description of a generic ir-
regular surface was introduced and used to build dynamic simulations of the vehicle
going over bumps and through holes. The effects of the bump and hole surfaces were
shown to reduce the wheel-ground forces and limit the speed at which the vehicle can
safely travel without losing contact with the ground. Dynamic simulations showed
that the slope angle can affect the pitch stability of the vehicle. In addition, when
traveling through holes or bumps, pitch instability, wheel slipping, and loss of ground
contact were observed.
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As the previous chapters have demonstrated, wheeled inverted-pendulum transporters
exhibit dangerous dynamic responses when one of their wheels slip. In order to lessen
such dangers, traction-control algorithms have been developed.
The traction control used by the Segway is described in US Patent 6,408,240 [42].
Figure 154 shows a reproduction of Figure 11 from that patent, which is a flow chart
of how the traction control works. The basic strategy employed is similar to anti-
lock breaking on automobiles. If wheel slip is detected, then power to that wheel is
reduced until the slipping stops. The patent considers two types of traction loss. The
first type is when the rider tries to accelerate or decelerate faster than the wheel and
the ground allow. The second type is when the transporter encounters a slick spot or
loses contact with the ground.
The indicator used to initiate the traction control is the acceleration of the wheels.
Given that the motors have known torque limits, the wheel acceleration is limited.
When the measured acceleration exceeds a specified limit, the machine assumes the
wheel is slipping and initiates the traction control. The computer estimates the inverse
moment of inertia of the wheel by dividing the wheel acceleration by the commanded
torque. If the angular acceleration is greater than the specified limit, then the slip
condition flag is set. At this point, the wheel torque is reduced to zero and then
gradually incremented back to the value required for balancing the machine if the
slip condition is cleared. The inverse moment of inertia is compared to a minimum
value and if it is less than that the slip condition is cleared.
According to the patent, the inverse inertia is very large when there is loss of
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contact with the ground because it will include only the wheel inertia, rather than
the wheel combined with the machine and rider. Note that the strategy employed
by the Segway traction control is a risky one. The machine turns off the balancing
controller in hopes that the wheels regain traction before the machine, and rider, fall
too far over.
In the next sections of this chapter the effectiveness of two traction control systems
similar to the one in the patent are presented and evaluated. Following that material,
a traction control for one-wheel slip situations based on yaw rate feedback is presented.
A one-wheel slip case with a forward leaning operator is used to simulate the traction
controllers. In all cases, the simulations were stopped either when a pitch angle of
90◦ was reached, or when the normal force between one of the wheels and the ground
became zero thereby indicating a roll instability.
6.1 Fixed limited wheel acceleration controller
The traction control presented in this section uses the wheel angular acceleration to
limit the torque output to the wheels and control the wheel slip. This approach is
similar to the method in the Segway patent. When the wheel angular acceleration
exceeds a threshold, αu, the torque output from the motor is rapidly ramped down to
zero. Once the wheel angular acceleration is below a lower threshold αl, the output
torque is ramped back up to the torque desired by the balancing controller.
The feedback control is:
Ti =

Tb,i, if Slipi = false
0, if Slipi = true
(198)
where i = l, r for the left and right wheel respectively, Tb,i is the torque commanded
























Figure 154: Segway traction control as described in US Patent 6,408,240, Fig. 11.
The slip condition is given by:
Slipi =

true, if αi > αu
true, if αi > αl and Slipi = true
false, if αi ≤ αl
(199)
The torque commanded by the balancing controller is given by:
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Tb,l = Kp (θp − θdes) +Kdθ̇p − Tβ (200)
Tb,r = Kp (θp − θdes) +Kdθ̇p + Tβ (201)












The threshold values can be derived from the results in Section 5.1, where (140)
indicates that on a flat surface, the maximum available acceleration is given by:
ax = µg (203)
If a maximum friction coefficient of 0.92 is assumed, along with a wheel radius
of 0.2415 m, the maximum angular acceleration that should occur under no slip
conditions is:
αu = 37.37 rad/s
2 (204)
This value was rounded up to αu = 40 rad/s
2 for simulation purposes. The lower
angular acceleration limit which is used to clear the slip flag, was set to αl = 1
rad/s2 for one version of the traction controller (Accurate-Limit traction controller).
A second controller (Excess-Value traction control) with angular acceleration limits
of αl = 5 rad/s
2 and αu = 400 rad/s
2 was also simulated for comparison purposes.
A simulation of an operator accelerating a two-wheeled inverted pendulum trans-
porter by leaning forward to an angle if 18.5◦ from an initial speed of 1 m/s, while
the right wheel travels over a reduced-friction surface, was used to evaluate the per-
formance of the traction controller. The high-friction side has a coefficient of friction
of 0.92, while the low-friction side has a coefficient of friction of 0.4.
Figure 155 shows the slip ratio on the right wheel without traction control, with
the Accurate-Limit controller (angular acceleration limits between 1 rad/s2 and 40
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1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Figure 155: Slip ratio with and without traction control - Fixed wheel acceleration
limits.
rad/s2) and the Excess-Value controller (angular acceleration limits of 5 rad/s2 and
400 rad/s2). The dashed line shows the slip ratio without traction control. The
dash-dotted line shows the slip ratio was significantly reduced when the controller
has accurate and narrow acceleration limits. The Excess-Value controller was able to
reduce the wheel slip at the beginning of the wheel slip event; however, it ended up
reaching a greater wheel slip than the case without any traction control.
Figure 156 shows the pitch response without traction control and with the two
fixed acceleration limited traction controllers. Note that the controller with accu-
rate and narrower wheel acceleration limits actually caused the transporter to fall
over faster than with no traction control. Without any traction control it took the
transporter about 1.3 seconds to fall completely to the ground. Using controller 1,
the pitch angle increased more slowly between 0.4 and 0.5 seconds, but after that,
it increased more rapidly than in the case without any traction control because the
balancing controller is effectively disabled by the traction control. When the upper
acceleration limit was set to 400 rad/s2, the pitch angle increased more rapidly than
in the other two cases. Both the no traction control and the Accurate-Limit controller
simulations stopped when an angle of 90◦ was reached. The Excess-Value controller
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1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Figure 156: Pitch with and without traction control - Fixed wheel acceleration limits.
simulation was stopped at vehicle tip over, at around 0.7 s.
Figure 157 shows the normal force between the right wheel and the ground. Note
that the Accurate-Limit controller prevented the vehicle from getting as close to a
roll tip-over condition compared with the case without traction control. The Excess-
Value controller, however, made the situation worse and caused the vehicle to tip over
in a roll instability before 0.8 s. This occurs because the traction controller allowed
the slipping wheel to reach higher accelerations and higher slip ratios before cutting
power. Therefore, the wheel did not move forward as fast and caused the vehicle to
perform a more aggressive turn towards the right.
Figure 158 shows the vehicle yaw angle. Note that both traction controllers where
able to significantly limit the angle that the vehicle deviated from a straight path.
The Accurate-Limit traction control was more effective in this task than the Excess-
Value traction control. However, this positive effect is countered by the faster pitch
failure they induce.
6.1.1 Fixed limit controller on a low friction surface of a specified length
A leaning motion by the operator of 0.5 seconds over a surface with low friction over
the entire distance that is traveled by the wheel proved to be too challenging for
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1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Figure 157: Right wheel normal force with and without traction control - Fixed wheel
acceleration limits.













1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Figure 158: Yaw rate with and without traction control - Fixed wheel acceleration
limits.
the traction controller. In this section, the performance of the traction controllers is
measured on a low friction surface that is 0.15 m in length.
Figure 159 shows the pitch angle response of the transporter for the three cases
considered in the previous section. Note that both the case without traction control
and the case whith the Excess-Value traction controller were unable to balance the
vehicle. However, the Accurate-Limits controller did provide the desired effect and
allowed the vehicle to balance itself after hitting the slick spot.
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1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Pitch failures
Figure 159: Pitch angle when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Fixed wheel
acceleration limits.















1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Pitch failures
Figure 160: Speed when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Fixed wheel
acceleration limits.
Figure 160 shows the speed response of the vehicle. This figure shows that the
Excess-Value controller allowed the wheel to spin so much that the vehicle was unable
to accelerate as needed in order to regain balance. On the other hand, the Accurate-
Limits controller allowed the vehicle to move fast enough to prevent it from falling
over. Note, however, that the resulting dynamic response is composed of ”bucking”
motions that could destabilize the rider.
Figure 161 shows that the normal force on the right whee dropped to almost zero
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1 rad/s2 < ,  < 40 rad/s2
5 rad/s2 < ,  < 400 rad/s2
Pitch failures
Figure 161: Right wheel normal force when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch
- Fixed wheel acceleration limits.
for the no traction control case and the Excess-Value case. However, in the Accurate-
Limits case the normal force did not decrease as much and the turning motion was
not so aggressive.
Note that when the traction controller has excessive and inaccurate limits, it
provides essentially no benefit over the case without traction control. In fact, the
responses shown in Figures 159 - 161 indicate the machine reacts nearly the same in
the no-traction control case and the Excess-Value case.
6.1.2 Optimized wheel angular acceleration limit
The simulations from the previous section was repeated for different angular accelera-
tion limits and the maximum pitch angle, the maximum slip ratio, and the maximum
yaw rate were compared to find an angular acceleration limit that would reduce these
parameters.
Figure 162 shows the maximum pitch for each angular acceleration limit tested.
Angular acceleration limits outside of the range shown were not able to maintain the
vehicle balanced. The lowest maximum pitch angle occurred for a maximum angular
acceleration of 90 rad/s2.
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Figure 162: Maximum pitch angle vs. Wheel angular acceleration limit.
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Figure 163: Maximum slip ratio vs. Wheel angular acceleration limit.
Figure 163 shows that the slip ratio was similar for all cases. However, the min-
imum slip ratio occurred when using an angular acceleration limit of 170 rad/s2.
Figure 164 shows the maximum yaw angle. The maximum yaw angle is reduced
as the wheel angular acceleration limit is increased. The minimum value occurs for a
limit of 140 rad/s2.
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Figure 164: Maximum yaw angle vs. Wheel angular acceleration limit.
6.2 Acceleration-based wheel limiter
Even if the angular acceleration of the wheel is not above the threshold specified by
(203) wheel slip might be occurring. When such limited wheel slip goes undetected
and uncontrolled, a wheeled inverted-pendulum transporter can go into unstable be-
havior.
When there is no wheel slip, the angular acceleration of the wheels and and the









where αr,l are the angular accelerations of the right and left wheels, 2w is the width
distance between both wheels, and β̈ is the angular acceleration of the vehicle in the
yaw direction. Therefore, for a given vehicle acceleration and a given yaw acceleration,
the no slip condition requires the angular acceleration of the wheels follow (205) and
(206), even for low acceleration values. As noted above, with a fixed wheel angular
acceleration limit, many slip situations would go unnoticed.
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In this section two modified versions of the traction controller from Section 6.1
are introduced. The basic control algorithm is the same but the acceleration limits
are actively adjusted. For controller 1 (Semi-adjustable traction control), the angular






where i = l, r for the left and right wheels respectively. For controller 2 (Adjustable





These controllers adjust the acceleration threshold to be proportional to the ex-
pected wheel angular acceleration given the current vehicle acceleration and yaw
acceleration. The semi-adjustable controller only adjusts the acceleration limit while
it is above 40rad/s2.
The same simulation conditions using an unending low-friction surface under the
right wheel were repeated using these modified controllers. Figure 165 shows the
slip ratio of the right wheel. Both the semi-adjustable and the adjustable traction
controller were able to keep the slip ratio near zero without any noticeable difference
in performance between the two controllers. Both controllers were able to reduce the
wheel slip significantly but were uncapable of preserving pitch stability.
The point of maximum traction occurs at a wheel slip ratio of 0.087, so it is
important to examine the slip ratio behavior at smaller values to evaluate which
controller performed better. Figure 166 shows the slip ratio of the transporter with
both controllers. The adjustable controller was more effective in keeping the slip ratio
below the slipping threshold.
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0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5 ,
exp
Figure 165: Slip ratio with and without traction control - Variable wheel acceleration
limits.





















0.5 < ,  < min (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
Figure 166: Slip ratio control - Variable wheel acceleration limits.
The pitch response of the vehicle, with and without traction control, is shown in
Figure 167. Note that, similar to the controllers with the fixed acceleration limits,
the more narrow the range of permissible wheel acceleration, the less effective the
vehicle is at maintaining balance. This is evidenced by the fact that the case without
traction control fell forward more slowly and the case with acceleration based limits
lost its balanced and reached a pitch angle of 90◦ sooner than the others. So, even
though limiting the wheel angular acceleration does greatly reduce wheel slipping, it
does so at the expense of the vehicle losing its ability to balance itself.
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0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  < 1.5 ,
exp
Figure 167: Pitch with and without traction control - Variable wheel acceleration
limits.













0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5 ,
exp
Figure 168: Yaw angle with and without traction control - Variable wheel acceleration
limits.
Figure 168 shows the vehicle yaw angle. As in the cases shown in the previous
section, limiting the wheel angular acceleration helped the vehicle maintain a straight
path. The more narrow the range of permitted wheel acceleration, the less the vehicle
turned to the right.
Limiting the wheel angular acceleration by decreasing the motor torque or set-
ting it to zero is an effective way of reducing wheel slip and preventing the vehicle
from making unexpected turns. However, it degrades the ability of the vehicle to
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0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
Figure 169: Pitch angle when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Variable
wheel acceleration limits.
balance itself, making it a questionable traction control strategy for a self-balancing
transporter.
6.2.1 Adjustable traction controller on a low friction surface of a specified
length
The ajustable traction controllers were also tested on a 0.15 m low friction patch. The
pitch angle response is shown in Figure 169. It shows that only the semi-adjustable
controller was able to maintain the balance of the vehicle while the adjustable con-
troller did not.
Figure 170 shows the speed response. It shows the adjustable controller allowed
the vehicle to accelerate faster and stay balanced. This is because below the 40
rad/s2 limit, the semi-adjustable controller allows the wheel to reach higher angular
accelerations and does not limit the capability of the vehicle to accelerate in attempts
to balance itself.
Figure 171 shows the right wheel slip for the adjustable and semi-adjustable con-
trollers. Both controllers were similarly effective in reducing the magnitude of the
wheel slip. However, the semi-adjustable controller provided a sudden reduction in
slip before the 0.5 s mark that allowed the vehicle to accelerate and balance itself
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0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
Figure 170: Speed when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Variable wheel
acceleration limits.



















0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
Figure 171: SR when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Variable wheel
acceleration limits.
better. The adjustable controller, by being too aggressive in limiting the wheel ac-
celeration, did not allow the vehicle to move as needed in order to remain stable.
Figure 172 shows the normal force on the right wheel. The semi-adjustable con-
troller provided less reduction in the normal force. This means that while allowing
the vehicle to remain stable, it also reduced the magnitude of the unexpected turning
motions.
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) No traction control
0.5 < ,  < max (40 rad/s2,1.5 ,
exp
)
0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
Figure 172: Right normal force when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch -
Variable wheel acceleration limits.














0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
0.5 < ,  <  9,
exp
Figure 173: Right normal force when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch -
Optimized variable wheel acceleration limits.
6.2.2 Optimized adjustable limits controller
The factor of 1.5 in (208) was gradually changed until a value of 9 was found to stabi-
lize the transporter. Figure 173 shows the pitch response with the original controller
and the optimized one. Even though the vehicle is able to avoid falling forward, the
oscillations do not decay over time, even after the vehicle has gone over the low fric-
tion patch. This is a result of the controller not being able to detect that the slipping
condition is no longer present and still limiting the angular acceleration of the wheel.
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0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
0.5 < ,  <  9,
exp
Figure 174: Right normal force when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch -
Optimized variable wheel acceleration limits.


























0.5 < ,  <  1.5,
exp
0.5 < ,  <  9,
exp
Figure 175: Right normal force when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch -
Optimized variable wheel acceleration limits.
Figure 174 shows the slip ratio of the wheel. It shows that it initially lets the slip
grow larger than in the non optimized controller, but then it stabilizes it at a value
smaller than 0.1.
Figure ?? shows the normal force. It shows that the minimum normal force
is larger in this case, reducing the tendency of the vehicle to tip over. However, the
normal forces oscillate for the rest of the simulation as the vehicle enters an oscillatory
state.
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6.3 Yaw rate based wheel speed feedback traction controller
Estimating the slip ratio can be a difficult task. Many control algorithms on 4 wheeled
vehicles depend on using reference wheel speed from a non driven wheel in order to
estimate the slip ratio of a driven wheel and change the driving torque accordingly [22].
However, this is not possible with a two-wheeled inverted pendulum.
However, one can consider that in most cases, the wheel slip will occur in one of
the two wheels. Even when there is slip in both wheels, it does not start ocurring in
both wheels simultaneously. Therefore, it is possible to assume that when wheel slip
starts, only one of the wheels is slipping and the speed of the other wheel can be used
as a reference.
Using the concept above, the slipping condition can be detected by comparing two
yaw rate measurements. One measurement is obtained from a gyroscope sensor that
measures the angular velocity of the vehicle in the yaw direction. This measurement
is β̇g. The second yaw rate estimate can be calculated using the angular speeds of





where 2w is the width of the vehicle, ωl is the angular speed of the left wheel, ωr is
the angular speed of the right wheel and rw is the wheel radius.
If the estimated yaw rate from the wheel speeds is greater than the measured yaw
rate from the sensor ( ˆ̇β > β̇g), then ωr is greater than it should be or that ωr is less
than it should if there was no slipping taking place. The commanded torques to the
wheels can provide additional information to distinguish from these two scenarios.
Let the torques applied to the wheels be Tr and Tl respectively. If Tr > 0, then
the right wheel is finding little resistance from the ground and the input torque is
accelerating it more than it would if it where not slipping. If Tr < 0 it would not make
sense that the right wheel is going faster than expected, because if it was slipping while
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being applied a negative torque, then it would decrease its angular speed more than
it would if there was no slipping. If Tl < 0 then the left wheel is being deccelerated
faster than expected and slipping is taking place.
Conversely, if ˆ̇β > β̇g it can mean that ωr is less than it should be or that ωr is
greater than it should if there was no slipping. Following a similar reasoning, Tr < 0
includes that the right wheel is slipping and Tl > 0 indicates that the left wheel is
slipping.
One limitation of this traction controller is that it fails to distinguish which wheel
is slipping when the torques applied to the wheels have opposite signs. However,
this would only occur when both wheels are accelerated in opposite directions, which
would happen at very sharp turns. This traction controller would need to be disabled
when this condition takes place and perhaps an acceleration based traction controller
would monitor those circumstances instead.
To summarize, the slip condition for the right wheel can be expressed as follows:
Slipr =

true, if ˆ̇β − β̇g > ∆β̇u and Tr > 0
true, if ˆ̇β − β̇g < −∆β̇u and Tr < 0
true, if | ˆ̇β − β̇g| > ∆β̇l and Slipr = true
false, otherwise
(210)
where ∆β̇u is the yaw rate measurement error above which the slip condition is
set to true, and ∆β̇l is the yaw rate measurement error below which the slip condition
is cleared.
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For the left wheel:
Slipl =

true, if ˆ̇β − β̇g > ∆β̇u and Tl < 0
true, if ˆ̇β − β̇g < −∆β̇u and Tl > 0
true, if | ˆ̇β − β̇g| > ∆β̇l and Slipl = true
false, otherwise
(211)
When the slip condition is detected in one wheel, the angular speed of the other
wheel can be used as a reference, along with the measured yaw rate, to calculate the
no-slip angular speed of the wheel that is slipping. The no-slip angular speeds of the








When wheel slip is detected, a torque offset is subtracted from the commanded
torque of the slipping wheel to slow it down and help it regain traction with the
ground. This torque offset is defined to be proportional to the error between the
measured angular speed and the no slip angular speed of the wheel. This allows the
controller to slow down the wheels, while still taking into account the pitch angle of
the transporter. This offset torque is given by the following expression:
Toffset,i = Kw(ωi − ωi,NoSlip) (213)
where i = l, r for the left and right wheels respectively.
The feedback control is:
Ti =

Tb,i if Slipi = false
Tb,i − Toffset,i if Slipi = true
(214)
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Yaw rate traction control
Figure 176: Slip ratio with and without traction control - Wheel speed fedback.
where i = l, r for the left and right wheel respectively, Tb,i is the torque commanded
by the balancing controller, shown in (200), and (201), and Slipi is the slip condition
flag.
The same conditions as in the previous sections where simulated using this traction
control algorithm.
Figure 176 shows the slip ratio of the right wheel. Evidently, the controller was
effective in limiting slip. Figure 177 shows a closer look to the slip ratio response
of the traction controlled transporter. It shows that at one point the slip ratio went
over the limit for peak traction of 0.087. However, the controller was able to rapidly
stabilize the slip ratio and let the wheel regain traction for the rest of the simulation.
Figure 178 shows the pitch response of the vehicle. In this case, the controller was
able to stabilize the vehicle, while simultaneously keeping the slip ratio under control.
This is a significant difference with respect to the performance of the acceleration
based controllers that turn off the torque input to the wheel and shows that allowing
the commanded torque to always take into account the pitch angle lets the vehicle
stay stable even if slipping occurs.
Figure 179 shows the yaw angle of the vehicle. The data shows that the controller
also helped the vehicle stay in a relatively straight path. Although its effectiveness
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Figure 177: Close-up view of slip ratio with traction control - Wheel speed fedback.















Yaw rate traction control
Figure 178: Pitch with and without traction control - Wheel speed fedback.
in doing so was slightly reduced when compared to the Semi-Adjustable controller of
the previous section. However, it is not a significant disadvantage when taking into
account that this controller prevents the vehicle from falling over.
6.3.1 Yaw rate based traction controller on a low friction surface of a
specified length
The yaw rate based controllers were also tested on a low friction surface with a length
of 0.15 m. As expected, the controller was able to balance itself and to limit its turning
motion. Figure 180 shows the pitch angle response of the vehicle. The pitch angle
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Yaw rate traction control
Figure 179: Yaw with and without traction control - Wheel speed fedback.















Yaw rate traction control
Figure 180: Pitch angle when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Wheel speed
fedback.
did not surpass 20◦.
Figure 181 shows the slip ratio of the right wheel. It shows a sudden increase at
around the 0.3 s mark that reaches a value of 0.3, which is low in comparison with
the no traction control cases studied above, although somewhat larger than the 0.2
value reached after a 0.5 second lean maneuver as seen in the previous section.
Figure 182 shows the yaw response of the vehicle. The maximum absolute yaw
reached was only 2◦, which shows that the vehicle barely turned off a straight path.
This controller was successful in limiting the wheel slip, maintaining pitch stability,
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Figure 181: Slip ratio when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Wheel speed
fedback.













Yaw rate traction control
Figure 182: Yaw when traveling over a 0.15 m low friction patch - Wheel speed
fedback.
and preventing the vehicle from making unexpected turns.
6.4 Performance evaluation of the traction controllers
The performance of the control methods presented in this chapter were evaluated and
compared against each other.
The first comparison criteria is the maximum pitch angle reached by the vehi-
cle after different rider forward leaning maneuvers while traveling over a low-friction























g) No traction control
Accurate-Limits traction control
Semi-Adjustable traction control
Wheel speed feedback traction control
Figure 183: Maximum pitch angle reached at different rider lean angles under three
different traction control methods.
all control methods there is a trend of increasing maximum pitch angle as the lean
angle increases. For lean angles between 15◦ and 20◦ the maximum pitch angle was
very similar for the case without any traction control and the Wheel Speed feedback
traction controller. In that same range, the Semi-Adjustable traction controller ex-
hibited larger pitch angles, while the Accurate-Limits traction control produced the
largest pitch angles reached by the transporter. For angles between 20◦ and 25◦ the
Wheel Speed feedback traction controller produced larger pitch angles than the case
without any traction control, showing that any traction control can reduce the ability
of the vehicle to balance itself.
The performance of the traction controller were also measured by examining the
minimum right wheel normal force. For this evaluation a rider lean angle of 18.5◦
was used. The right wheel normal force provides a measure of how close the vehicle
is to becoming unstable in the roll direction. For larger coefficients of friction, the
Wheel speed feedback traction control and the no traction control cases showed the
largest normal forces, indicating less risk to tip-over than the Accurate-Limits and
the Semi-Adjustable traction control cases. However, as the coefficient of friction
is reduced, the risk of tipping over increases for all cases. For lower coefficients of
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Wheel speed feedback traction control
Figure 184: Minimum right normal force at different coefficients of friction under
three different traction control methods.
friction, the wheel speed feedback traction control case showed a slightly higher risk
of tipping over than the no traction control case.
6.5 Summary
This chapter presented and evaluated three traction control methods. The first
method is based on the traction control used by the Segway that reduces the wheel
torque to zero when the controller detects that the wheel angular acceleration is larger
than a threshold value. A second traction control method continuously adjusted the
wheel angular acceleration threshold according to the actual vehicle acceleration and
yaw angular acceleration. Both methods were able to reduce wheel slip but were a
detriment to the pitch stability. They only work when the acceleration or the slip
patch is not too large. A third traction control based on the error between the yaw
rate estimated from the angular speeds of the wheels and the yaw rate commanded
by the user. This controller showed improved performance with respect to the first
two methods. It was able to both reduce the wheel slip ratio and preserve the pitch




This chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the results and contributions, and
proposes topics for future study.
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis presented dynamic models for self-balancing transporters including a
model of the wheel-ground traction forces. These models were used to find the oper-
ating conditions that can lead to instability in the pitch and roll directions. A model
of an irregular ground surface was presented and simulations were performed to study
the effect of a non-planar ground surfaces on the vehicle operation. Traction control
methods that increase vehicle stability by reducing wheel slipping were presented and
evaluated.
Foundational models of Segways and Hoverboards were developed. Experiments
were performed to capture the dynamic behavior of these vehicles. This data was used
to obtain model parameters that matched the dynamic behavior of the simulations to
that of the actual vehicles. Experiments were also performed to observe the human
body motions during turning maneuvers. These showed that the rider leans into the
turn to varying degrees.
These models were extended with a comprehensive mathematical description of
the wheel-ground traction forces. These were used to predict how aggressively a rider
can accelerate the vehicle before slipping takes place. As the wheel-ground traction is
reduced, the more likely it becomes for the wheels to slip and the vehicle acceleration
capacity is greatly reduced. Slipping can occur even at relatively high coefficients of
friction such as 0.8.
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The wheel slipping was also found to affect the pitch stability of the vehicle. At
lower coefficients of friction or larger lean angles, the vehicle can lose pitch stability
in as little as 0.5 seconds.
When the slipping occurs in one wheel, the vehicle can become unstable in the
yaw direction. As one wheel slips, one side of the vehicle advances more slowly and
causes the vehicle to turn. This can also cause the vehicle to roll over if the turning
motion is too fast.
Simulations also showed that the size of a low-friction area on the ground surface
affects the capacity of the vehicle to remain stable. If the low-friction patch is short
or the vehicle is traveling at a sufficiently fast speed, then the disturbance to the pitch
and yaw stability of the vehicle will not be large enough to make the vehicle fall over.
In addition to the maximum traction coefficient, other characteristics of the wheel-
ground force can affect the vehicle performance. For example, if the slip ratio at
which the maximum slip occurs is larger, then the vehicle will remain within the
stable regime of the wheel-ground traction force curve and the slip ratio has a higher
chance of remaining bounded within this slip ratio value. Similarly, the larger the
slope of the traction force curve is at the origin is, the less prone the vehicle is to going
unstable. And finally, the friction coefficient value at large slip ratios also affects the
stability of the vehicle. As this value becomes larger, it takes longer for the vehicle
to fall over during an instability.
Dynamic simulations and mathematical analysis were used to find the conditions
that lead to vehicle lateral roll instability during turning motions. The maximum
speed of the vehicle and minimum turning radius are related to each other by the
available cornering forces. When the speed is greater than what is imposed by this
limit, the vehicle drifts away from a circular path and moves outside the turn.
The maximum speed and minimum turning radius are also related to the vehicle
geometrical parameters. The separation distance between the wheels make the vehicle
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more stable in the roll direction, but the height of its center of mass makes it more
prone to pitch over. The way the rider moves while operating the vehicle can also
affect lateral stability. Stability increases when the rider leans into a turn. Leaning
away from the turn, or excessively into the turn, decreases stability so there is a
narrow range of leaning angles for which the system is stable. A forward lean, however,
increases the stability of the vehicle in the roll direction because as the rider leans
forward or backward, the height of the center of mass decreases. The speed at which
the rider moves can also have an effect on the roll stability. For example, a very
aggressive sideways or forward lean can make the vehicle more unstable.
The wheel inertias also have an effect on the lateral stability. At higher speeds,
smaller wheel radius or smaller curves, the gyroscopic effect of the wheel rotation
generates a moment that has the effect of reducing the normal force on the inside
wheel. Dynamic simulations of turning motions showed that the vehicle can lose
contact with the ground in as little as 0.12 seconds. Experiments were performed
that showed how hitting an obstacle on the ground can also cause the vehicle to
become unstable.
The vehicle performance was shown to be degraded by traveling on irregular sur-
faces. Inclined planes limit the available traction force and it is almost impossible
for a vehicle to climb a slope above 40◦. Moving transversely to an incline plane is
also more risky, and the risk increases with the ratio between the height of the center
of mass of the system and the separation between the wheels. An analysis showed
that turning while on an incline plane requires the rider to lean more into the turn
to prevent tipping over.
A geometrical description of an irregular surface was introduced in order to model
any type of surface as a continuous curve that can be integrated by numerical solvers.
It was demonstrated that convex or bump surfaces cause a reduction in the normal
force between the vehicle and the ground. This reduction in the normal force can
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lead to loss of traction, wheel slipping, and pitch instability. The effect is magnified
when the speed of the vehicle is larger.
In holes or concave surfaces a similar effect occurs. Dynamic simulations were
performed to verify these results and confirm that these conditions can lead to pitch
instability and loss of wheel traction. When the vehicle encounters a rectangular step,
the maximum speed at which it can climb it without losing contact with the ground
is very low and depends on the size of the wheel and the size of the step.
To reduce the danger associated with some of the conditions exposed in this thesis,
three traction-control methods were proposed. The first method is based on the
traction control used by the Segway, as described in US Patent 6,408,240. It works
by reducing the torque applied to the wheel to zero when the controller detects that
the wheel angular acceleration is larger than a threshold value. It does provide a
reduction in the wheel slip ratio, but at the detriment to the pitch stability of the
vehicle. Furthermore, it only works when the surface patch is of a limited length or
the vehicle travels above a certain speed. A smaller wheel acceleration limit somewhat
improved the performance of this controller.
A second traction control method consisted of continuously adjusting the wheel
angular acceleration threshold according to the actual vehicle acceleration and yaw
angular acceleration. Similar to the first method, it was able to reduce wheel slip,
but to the detriment of the pitch stability, and only works when the acceleration or
the slip patch is not too large. Two variations of this controller were proposed. One
uses the angular acceleration threshold has a minimum limit and the other uses an
acceleration threshold that can become very small at very low vehicle accelerations.
Setting a minimum limit to the acceleration threshold improved the performance of
the controller.
A third traction control based on the error between the yaw rate estimated from
the angular speeds of the wheels and the yaw rate commanded by the rider. Working
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under the assumption that when slip starts it only happens in one wheel, and using
the torques outputs from the motors, it is possible to infer which wheel is slipping.
If a wheel is slipping, then a torque offset is added to the control law. This offset is
proportional to the error between the measured wheel angular speed and the estimated
wheel angular speed if there was no slip. In this way, the control law still takes into
account the pitch, and yaw error, while attempting to reduce the wheel slip. This
controller showed improved performance with respect to the first two methods. It
was able to both reduce the wheel slip ratio and preserve the pitch stability of the
vehicle.
7.2 Thesis contributions
A succinct list of contributions is made by this thesis is:
• Foundational models that describe Segways and Hoverboards that are calibrated
to match the dynamic behavior of real commercially-available vehicles.
• A description of the conditions that can lead to loss of traction.
• An explanation of the consequences that result from a loss of traction.
• An analysis of the conditions that reduce the lateral stability of such vehicle.
• Dynamic simulations that demonstrate the effects of lateral instability and loss
of traction.
• Three traction-control methods that reduce wheel slip and preserve pitch sta-
bility to various degrees of effectiveness.
7.3 Future work
The research in this thesis can be expanded to account for more complexity in the
dynamic models and to improve the traction-control methods proposed here.
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The dynamic models can be modified to include more active rider models. These
would require studying human-rider actions from a control systems perspective and
modeling the control law that governs how the rider controls the speed and the yaw
rate of the vehicle with his actions.
The wheel-ground traction force model can be expanded to account for effects like
load dependence and non steady state conditions. This would include modeling the
wheel slip as a dynamic variable governed by differential equations.
The dynamic effects of the rider leaning forward or sideways can be dynamically
simulated to obtain a more precise evaluation of how they affect the lateral stability
of the vehicle.
More complex surface geometries can be described and collision dynamics can be
introduced to the models to better describe the dynamic effects of the vehicle going
over irregular terrain.
The traction-control methods proposed can be optimized to find the parameters
that improve their performance over a range of expected operating and environmental
conditions.
Develop a traction-control method that uses the estimated surface angle to esti-
mate the appropriate wheel angular acceleration limit.
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